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November Editorial

Re: November 1990 Editorial
[RECORD, page 11], "What Is
Good Design?"
One good editorial!
Gabel Childress, Architect
Denver
Moss toss-up

Referring to Eric Owen Moss's
Gary Group Building [RECORD,
March 1991, pages 106-113], I see
more of Stephen King in it than
James Joyce. And no amount of
verbal calisthenics from Aaron
Betsky can save this one. In
plain English it is simply BAD
ARCHITECTURE.
Lourdes Tuazon
South Pasadena, California
How reassuring it was to see
Eric Owen Moss's Gary Group
Building in your March issue. I
was just in California and had a
chance to see the building itself,
which confirmed the impression
I had originally got.from
RECORD ... that it's quite brilliant. Having worked on an
architecture magazine myself
for over 16 years, I know that it
takes some courage to publish
such work.
David A. Morton,
Rizzoli International
Publications, Inc.
New York City
RECORD Redesign

Re the new format/March issue:
WOW!
Michael John Smith, Architect
Houston
We just received the March issue. We love it. A really great
look for a magazine-a great
presentation of architecture and
product news.
We are particularly impressed
with how you decided to handle
the advertising and editorial. We
need and use advertisements in
our design business as resource,

and we have always looked to
the professional design and
architectural journals to supply
the information. For the :first
time, someone has made sense
of the advertising/ editorial relationship. It makes reading your
magazine a real pleasure.
Michael Donovan
Donovan and Green
New York City

May 19-22

International Contemporary
Furniture Fair, sponsored by
Metropolis magazine; Jacob K.
Javits Convention Center, New
York City. 212/686-6070.
May 2 I ..June 30

"The Architects' Collection,"
Peter Joseph Gallery, 745 Fifth
Ave., New York City. 212/7515500.
June 3-5

Congratulations on RECORD's
handsome new look. Gone are
the fearful symmetry and the
overwhelmingly bold graphics.
The cover photograph now gets
the emphasis that it deserves.
The layout of the major articles
is also handsome and readable.
The "yellow pages" is an interesting idea, but it is the graphic
equivalent of a leaky roof. I
urge you to give up the red ink
as a good idea that did not work.
Henrik Bull, Architect
Bull, Stockwell & Allen
San Francisco

"MacBuild '91," Macintosh train
ing for architects, engineers,
designers, at the Los Angeles
Airport Hilton; produced by
Practice Management Associates. 617 /965-0055.

The overly orange tone of the
new yellow pages indeed
needed changing. Look to this
issue for a more readable
section.-Ed.

June 11-14

Corrections

In "Focus On Preservation,"
[RECORD, March 1991, pages
152-155], Greg Loflin's photo at
bottom right on page 153, which
is of Cambridge Seven's Greensboro Cultural Center, was
mistakenly transposed with
Alan Karchmer's top photo on
page 155, of Concordia Architects' New Orleans
Contemporary Arts Center.

Building E of the Main Complex
of the World Bank [RECORD,
March 1991, page 164] was not
designed by Vincent Kling, but
by Clas Riggs Owens & Ramos,
with the firm of Vincent Kling
as associate architect.

June 7

"Washington: Symbol and City,'
new permanent exhibition at th
National Building Museum,
Judiciary Square, N. W., Washington, D. C. 202/272-2448.
Through June 8

"Arata Isozaki: Prints &
Drawings,'' Max Protetch Gallery, 560 Broadway, New York
City. 212/966-5454.
NEOCON 23, The Merchandise
Mart, Chicago. 312/527-4141.
Through June 23

"Edge of a City: An installatio
by Steven Holl," Walker Art
Center, Minneapolis.
612/375-7600.
June 28-29

"Buildings at Risk: Seismic D
sign Basics for Practicing
Architects"; Vista Hotel, Wash
ington, D. C. Sponsored by the
AIA/ ACSA Council on Archite
tural Research. 202/785-2324.
June 28-30

Construction Specifications Institute 35th Annual Conventio
San Diego. 703/684-0300.
September 30-0ctober 4

"BA/91,'' Buenos Aires's fo
International Architectural Bi
nial. Write CAYC/BA/91,
Elpidio Gonzalez 4070 (1407)
Buenos Aires, Argentina; pho
011-541/ 568-2969.
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Jumping Through Hoops
For years now clients, some out of ignorance and others through an
excess of zeal, have been squeezing architects in the marketing stage
to obtain the greatest possible advance services at little or no cost.
Some clients, indeed especially larger corporate ones, have been
known to commission consultants to draw up, for sizable fees, elaborate documents which are then distributed to a short list of·
qualifying architects. For a meager fee, which seldom pays for more
than overhead, firms are then required to provide such services as
site analysis, models, feasibility studies, schematic design, and more.
The visit by a few members of the board or building committee to the
architect's place of business is a time-honored practice, and has the
virtue of letting the client size up the firm and its staff on its home
field. The practice has now mushroomed to the point where an entire
board comes along, and top principals spend long, unbillable hours
entertaining the visitors.
With the downturn, excessive client demands have hit the small firm
worse than the large, and the institutional firm more than the commercial. That's because the drop in work among the large
commercial architectural firms has prompted them to turn increasingly to the livelier institutional market, seeking projects that in
normal times they would turn down, and bringing their more sumptuous marketing practices and brochures to the thriftier milieu of the
institutional market. Many an institutional client is happy to take advantage of the increased competition, often involving very small
projects whose fees are out of proportion to the marketing effort.
Smart firms resist these kinds of blandishments. Some, once they decide to spend their own time and money on strategic research and on
preparing pre-design-phase concepts for the client, do so to set up a
dialog that will serve to pin down client needs, or help cement relationships, or both. Any firm that blithely offers to go beyond should
be paid. The trick, as Peter Piven of The Coxe Group points out, is to
know where "concepts" stop and services start-what is legitimate
marketing, and what are services.
The American Institute of Architects is hamstrung by federal antitrust fiats. It therefore puts a special obligation on every firm to set
down its business objectives, and to devise and follow its marketing
plan and budget-to decide which jobs are worth going after, how
far even those jobs should be pursued in relation to the projected
fees, and scrupulously stick to such self-imposed constraints.
It's the only prudent way to conduct a practice, and to survive a
downturn without owing your soul to the bank or turning to another
line of work. Stephen A. Kliment
Architectural Record May 1991
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Georgia

ennsylvania
I

lobert Venturi Wins Gund Designs Atlanta Natural
1991 Pritzker Prize History Museum
tobert Venturi has been named this year's
inner of the Pritzker Architecture Prize.
~e'II receive the award, consisting of a
1 ~00,000 grant, a medallion, and a certifiate, from Jay A. Pritzker, president of the
lyatt Foundation, at a May 16 ceremony in
~exico City. Commenting on the work of the
[hiladelphia-based architect (see pages 78-87
or more on his firm), the jury comprising
fiovanni Agnelli, J. Carter Brown, Ada Loue Huxtable, Ricardo Legorreta, Toshio
akamura, Kevin Roche, and Lord Rothhild noted that "architecture is a
ofession about wood, bricks, stones, steel,
d glass. It is also an art form that is based
words, ideas, and conceptual frameorks. Few architects of the 20th century
ve been able to combine both aspects of
e profession, and none have done so more
ccessfully than Robert Venturi." The fora! citation also made special mention of
enturi's partner Denise Scott Brown, praisg the architects' nearly quarter-century
Ilaboration for "allow[ing] architects and
onsumers the freedom to accept inconsisncies in form and pattern, to enjoy popular
ste." K. D. S.
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The grand scale of Graham Gund Architects'
150,000-sq-ft Fernbank Museum of Natural
History is a nod to its monumental ancestors. Set five miles from downtown Atlanta
next to the wilds of Fernbank Forest along
Olmsted-designed Ponce de Leon Parkway,

obert Venturi
his
iiladelphia
ce
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the Fernbank, scheduled to open in late 1992,
is the only natural history museum to be
built in the U.S. this century. Light filters
through the frit-glass clerestory windows to
an interior courtyard that circulates visitors
to galleries on three floors . •

Vermont

,

Pedersen Moonlights
in Vermont

0

]
;~
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~

Country homes aren't a building type that
springs to mind at the mention of skyscraper
titans Kohn Pedersen Fox. But partner William Pedersen, whose design for his own
vacation house on New York's Shelter Island was widely praised, has done another
residential design, this time facing Mount
Stratton, in Vermont ski country. This eastern elevation of the 5,200-sq-ft wood-frame
house, with a slate base and lead-coated copper batten roofs, hides the view framed by
broad windows and by the pitch of the house
against its own steep mountain incline. •
Jock Pottle
Architectural Record May 1991
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California

New York

Fernau + Hartman
Wins Napa Valley
Museum Contest

H. E. L. P. Housing Prototype at
Work in Slum and Suburb

Jock Pottle

California

Monterey Seeks the
" Real" California
"Will the Real California Architecture
Please Stand Up?" pleaded the California
Council of the American Institute of
Architects at the 10th Biennial Monterey
Design Conference last March. It didn't,
but from the speakers, projects, and discussions observed in the sylvan setting of the
Asilomar Conference Center, one got a
pretty good idea of what such an architecture may look like.
Architects as diverse as Michael Graves and
Los Angeles low-income housing designer
John Mutlow pointed out that such an architecture would owe a strong debt to the
non-Anglo element that is becoming an ever
greater part of the California culture. Several architects from Northern California
argued that it would be especially sensitive
to its surroundings, in terms of climate and
context. Joseph Esherick, in his keynote address, called for a new focus on an
architecture that is site specific and environmentally responsive.
The real test of California architecture appears to lie in giving shape to the
burgeoning exurban landscape. This subject
held center stage in the discussions of large
housing projects for Los Angeles and Sacramento, where teams of architects led by
Andres Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk
(in Los Angeles) and by Peter Calthorpe (in
Sacramento) ai:e bringing suburban and urban prototypes to bear on the tabula rasa of
developable land. Aaron Betsky

20
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A transitional housing prototype in East New
York, Brooklyn, has been adapted for a Westchester County suburb. Designed by Alex
Cooper of Cooper, Robertson & Partners in
1988 for H. E. L. P., a New York State nonprofit organization led by Andrew Cuomo,
son of Governor Mario Cuomo, the Brooklyn
project proved so successful that it was
transplanted to the suburban site, in
Greenburgh, N. Y. (top). Crucial to the formula are in-house social services such as
counseling and day care. With security a driving force in the shoestring-budget design, the
buildings are all walkups with covered-balcony walkways and private entrances to each
unit. The 108-unit Greenburgh project, which
like its predecessor shelters homeless families for up to six months while they get their
lives together and find permanent homes,
opened in April. Now Cooper-a H. E. L. P.
director-has designed H. E. L. P. Homes, af
fordable rental housing (bottom) for 150
families, across the street from the first
Brooklyn H. E. L. P. project. (H. E. L. P. operates 750 units serving 2,000 families a year.)
The next move: a 100-unit apartment buildin
is planned for lower Manhattan. P. D. S.

Wisconsin

California

Milwaukee
Shelter •••

• • • Berkeley SRO
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The not-for-profit Guest House of Milwaukee
shelters up to 7i) men and women, providing
transitional housing on a small scale and for
periods of no more than a week. Milwaukee's
Albion Group designed a 9,000-sq-ft addition
for this turn-of-the-century former church
hall; the $62fi,OOO budget was raised locally
through donations. The expansion includes
offices. dayrooms, and a clinic open to the
community, and sets an institutional tone to
motivate residents to leave when their time is
up. •

David Baker Associates squeezed local zo
ing to get 198 rooms of 175 sq ft each into
Studio Durant, a 56,000-sq-ft, $4.5-million
single-room-occupancy hotel in downtown
Berkeley. Baker used zoning precedents
from similar projects in San Diego to get
reduction in allowable room size. Each roo
has a bathroom and kitchen, and, to stave
off transients, residents must stay at least
one month. Retail spaces at street level pr
vide extra income; the developer-backed
project uses no public financing. •

California

Meier, Rossi, Scott Brown and Venturi
add Fabrics to Their Futures

with the architects signing limited-edition
lithographs of their drawings in a packed
DesignTex showroom.
DesignTex conceived the Portfolio collection
as a "compilation of the ideas and issues important to these architects in their threedimensional work," according to the
company's director of design Susan Lyons.
he Knoll Group publicly unveiled its Peter
isenman line with a party at the Los Anges County Museum of Art, while DesignTex
cially launched its all-star Portfolio colction by architects Richard Meier (above
ght), Aldo Rossi (above middle), and Robrt Venturi and Denise Scott Brown (above
1ft) with a full day of events. Festivities inuded the opening of "Three Directions and
ree Dimensions" at the PDC's Murray
<!ldman Gallery, a traveling exhibition of
ree fabric pavilions embellished with phographs and drawings of the architects'
ildings, and a two-hour panel discussion
derated by critic Peter Blake that covd, along with more substantive issues,
e session's obscure title, "Metaphors: An
ternational Zeitgeist." The day concluded

Not surprisingly, the results are as different
as the architects' work. Meier's gridded Axiom (drawing above right) resembles a

reflected ceiling plan, which DesignTex rendered in a mercerized cotton jacquard, while
his satin-weave Abacus (middle sample in
photo below) looks like the tidy wires and
coils of a computer chip. Rossi reveals his
painterly side in Italian Garden (bottom sample in photo below), a floral tapestrylike
cotton jacquard that he said might do nicely
in his own home. Marco Polo (drawing above
middle) virtually replicates the Italian architect's doodle of colored squares on yellow
trace in a polyester-cotton blend. Venturi
and Scott Brown's cotton Gingham Floral
(drawing above left) interweaves a smallscale black-and-white grid with oversized
pastel-colored flower petals. With typical
wit, the architects added bright polka dots to
the traditionally sedate look of a cotton satin
stripe and called it Staccato (top sample in
photo left).
While Portfolio gave Meier, Rossi, Scott
Brown and Venturi the chance to indulge in
something new, the 12-piece collection is
hardly an excessive undertaking. As
planned, the fabrics are moderately priced,
beginning at $35 a yard. K D. S.
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ese construction firm of Kumagai Gumi
o., Ltd., has endowed the Kumegai Profesorship of Architecture at Harvard's
raduate School of Design.
roiects

ario Botta is hoping for city approval of
is first commercial project in Italy, headuarters for La Prouincia. a newspaper
sed in the northern city of Como (below).
he architect was selected because company
cials believe he continues the tradition of
e master builders of the Duomo at Como.
e three-story newspaper complex, includg a masonry-clad, symmetrical office
ilding, is separated from a printer by an
en space that allows light into the offices.
e buildings are linked by an auditorium on
e west. •

The proposed Chancellor Green Campus
_...."""'"""---'"Center at Princeton University creates a

areas. Designed by Diana Agrest and Mario
Gandelsonas. the 5.000-sa-ft buildin a -

Over 90 percent of participating NEOCON
showrooms will display new contract designs
June 11 to 14, a constructive reply to this year's
economic challenges.

For more information, circle item
numbers on Reader Service Cards.
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Products

NEOCON: OHo Zapf for Allsteel
308. Backing off from the hard edge

German ergo-guru Otto Zapf says he has
been considering his ideal of a humanistic,
comfortable office for almost a decade,
thinking of what he would do if he could
start over again. For the past four years,
Allsteel has been giving hjm that chance.
This June at NEOCON, Zapf, together with
textile designer Deepa Thomas and their design and production team, will introduce
Aurora, a new panel-based system that they
see as a cost-efficient amalgam of marketdriven user concerns, state-of-the-art
ergonomic and productivity standards, and
domestic warmth.
As Zapf's sketches below suggest, the system's design signature is its rounded edges,
multiple 20-degree radius curves used on
worksurfaces, panel trim, and drawer pulls.
At 3 inches, the panels themselves are
thicker than usual, giving them a solid feel
and providing a larger interior space for wir
ing. Flowing laminate worksurfaces have a
user-friendly edge of color-matched molded
vinyl; another trim option offers the panache of a wood bullnose. Finish colors,
laminates, natural- and composite-wood veneers, and new fabrics for panels and
seating have been coordinated by Deepa
Thomas of Deepa Textiles.
Zapf's major technical problem was power:
how to get to it and how to connect it between panels. The solution (patent pending)
permits four degrees of connecting electrical and communications wiring within a
basic panel: under the top cap, under the
base plate, through the panel's center core,
or through the end caps. Both horizontal
and vertical chases permit electrical and
data access any place on the face of the
panel. All panels are wire-capable.
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Panel design permits fabric, wood, glass,
and acoustical inserts in flexible 12-in. incr
ments. Workstation assemblies are detai1e
by accent strips in any of 12 colors, which
are easily replaced to update the office as
carpet or wall colors change. Allsteel plan
to offer short lead times on the Aurora line
thanks to a manufacturing process based
work cells, which permits dissimilar operations simultaneously on a single compone
Allsteel, Inc., Aurora, Ill. •

Mimimal-harclware New Furniture from the U. K.
Fire Doors
309. Flush face. Openings, Inc. makes the
Total Door, single-, pair·, and double-egress
systems that do not need vertical rods, floor
ardware, coordinators, astragals, or flush
olts to meet fire ratings, even for a threeour label. Wood veneer, laminate, stainless·
teel, and polyurethane finish options may
e specified for any door at any rating. Con·
ealed latching mechanisms and hinges and
!most-flush operators give the doors a
mooth appearance particularly suitable for
ublic areas where looks are important. For
xample, the elevator-lobby application beow is a 1 1/2-hour-door pair with 180-degree
wing, held magnetically in a pocketed intallation. The unobtrusive, flush operating
ush-plate has the same rosewood finish as
he door body. The cross-section (bottom) ilstrates how a locking channel on the door
elf works with a full-length jam-mounted
tch stop, cocking open as the door handle is
med. (The wood-tone indicates the top, in·
rior rail of the core.) Continuous concealed
inges are non-weight-bearing. All hardware
said to withstand demanding traffic condions, and meet accessibility codes.
penings, Inc. •

310

:!12

311

31:!

The third International Contemporary Furniture Fair, slated for New York City this
month, (see Calendar for information) will
feature a 14-firm-strong British contingent
under the aegis of the Crafts Council.
31 O. Windfall. Reflecting his concern for

making best use of the rare wood felled by
Britain's 1987 gales, John Makepeace built
this pier table with a curved base of Jami·
nated holly and a top of oystered mulberry
(bird's-eye, to us). Farnham House.
31 I. Constructionist. Commissioned for a
specific seen-from-above space, an expandable dining table uses shot-peened and sand·
cast aluminum, etched glass, polished and
stainless-steel, and oak and walnut wood.
Nicholas Pryke Furniture.

31 ·1

leather cushions of Stephan Preisig's Ascari
armchair are made by batch production, his
own 'efficient coordination of highly specialist craftspeople'. Tribeca Designs.
314. Marked. Rupert Senior and Charles

3 12. Glaswegian. Part of the Tartanalia

range by the Scottish design firm Graven
Images, the Alexandera club chair would be
at home in Hill House. Frame is stained ash;
upholstery is leather. Nice House.
313. Moderne. The chrome curves and

Wheeler-Carmichael will exhibit their Black
Desk of wenge and English sycamore,
awarded a Guild Mark by The Worshipful
Company of Furniture Makers for excel·
Jenee in craftsmanship and design.
Whitehouse Workshops.
Product News continued on page 123
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Biting the Bullet

Part three of a series on
automation in practice.

By Kristine Fallon
The second article in this series [RECORD,
February 1991, pages 50-56] listed the four
ingredients of automation planning:
networking, scanning, multimedia computing, and training methods . This article
presents actual experiences of design professionals with networking and scanning.

That left financial applications, which required more computer power, more disk
capacity, and multiuser access to software.
At first, the partners thought about moving
to the VAX version of CFMS, which would
run on the VAX Server. The cost of the V
software upgrade, however, was more than
10 times that of an upgrade to a multiuser
version of MicroCFMS. The multiuser version of MicroCFMS was chosen, to be
installed on the network using the VAX
Server as the file server.

Networking multiple computer
applications

Marmon Barclay Souter Hays has 50 people
and plans architecture, engineering, and interiors in a single office in San Antonio. In
late 1989, the partners, having secured a big
commission, started to evaluate where they
stood in computer technology and to develop
a phased plan for upgrading their administrative, financial, marketing, and technical
systems.
Harvey Marmon, Jr., A. Tedford Barclay,
Jr., Stephen Souter, James Foster, and William Hays, Jr. agreed on goals: to use
computer technology in an up-to-date and
competitive manner, and to do so cost effectively. This meant saving their existing
investment in computer hardware and software and- more important-ensuring that
their staff was comfortable with any
changes in production and applications.
They enlisted the whole staff in a review of
existing systems: CAD with McDonnell
Douglas GDS software running on two
Tektronix terminals connected to a
MicroVAX I, which also ran a Calcomp pen
plotter; a word-processing system with three
terminals that was used for general correspondence, specifications, and marketing
materials; a single PC-XT running Harper
and Shuman's MicroCFMS for financial
management, and a PC-AT clone used by the
engineers for calculations and to connect
with service bureaus for major engineering
analyses. The PC-AT was also used for cost
estimating and to handle the overflow on
specifications production.
These systems were overloaded and underpowered. With the exception of the PC-AT,
none of the workstations was multipurpose:
i.e., a CAD station could not be used to work
on specifications. The result was bottlenecks, not enhanced productivity.
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Game plan

The firm members decided to select and use
hardware, software, and a network that
would allow for inexpensive modular expansion. They looked for products that were
mainstream and that allowed multiple uses
so they would not be at a dead end in five
years. They were familiar with Digital
Equipment Corp. hardware and the VMS operating system, so they chose to stick with
DEC for networking. They installed a VAX
Server 3100 with 360-megabyte disk to manage an Ethernet network using DECnet
protocols. They also chose DEC's Personal
Computing Systems Architecture software
to permit their PCs to use the VAX Server
3100 as an application and file server. Since
DEC can serve PCs and Macintoshes and
UNIX workstations, the firm was confident
that its hardware options would remain
open.
The choice also gave the firm some time to
resolve the most highly contested issuewhether to stick with GDS or convert to
AutoCAD. The architectural group liked
GDS, but the engineers wanted AutoCAD
because of the third-party programs that interfaced with it. AutoCAD was installed on
two new 80386 machines as a trial. If
AutoCAD won, more 386s could be purchased and files could be shared via the
network. If GDS won, VAX stations could
be added to the network and the 386s devoted to engineering. The VAX Server and
DECnet environment supported either scenario. Plotting from two different systems
would be difficult, but it was decided to use
an outside service for AutoCAD plotting
initially.
The partners planned to increase the number of administrative staff members as well
as the number of word-processing machines,
and to put them in a PC network. Two immediate concerns: to eke a little more
production out of the existing system, they
added a larger hard disk, left specifications
on that system, and moved general correspondence to PCs. And because Mac
excels at desktop publishing, runs the same
word-processing software as the PCs, reads
PC-formatted diskettes, and networks with
the PCs and VAX, the partners chose it for
marketing.

All of this was to happen by the end of 1990
In early 1991, the partners stopped to see
how far they had come.
They had gone further than the plan had
anticipated in adding new hardware and
phasing out old systems. The server and ne
work were in place. They had also faced th
most problematic choice and phased out
GDS. The old word-processing system was
hardly used at all, once the administrators
got used to WordPerfect on 286 PCs. Most
of the word-processing stations were already networked, as were the two 286
machines running MicroCFMS. Seven PCs
were networked, and managing disk space
on the Vax Server, especially for the
MicroCFMS program, was already becomi
an issue.
Lessons learned

The first and foremost issue, says principa
Jim Foster, is to resolve problems when m
tiple suppliers are involved. "You really n
someone in-house to do the troubleshooting." One problem, says troubleshooter
Greg Houston: large suppliers-DEC,
IBM-seldom handle installations of smal
systems directly; they subcontract to a lo
consultant or reseller who often Jacks the
supplier's expertise.
The firm has also learned how vital both
hardware and software reliability are in a
networked environment. Members have
worked through a number of problems
the multi-user version of MicroCFMS and
hope to see everything functioning smoo
once Harper and Shuman release a DEC
specific version. One recurring problem,
however, was causing the server to eras
rendering the network inoperative. Othe

Scanned original plans by Frank Lloyd
Wright/or Hollyhock House allowed
Los Angeles city architects to overlay red
vector hvac plans in their renovation.

problems: finding the time for AutoCAD
training. The firm has tried video training,
formal CAD classes, and intensive seminars.
So far, the intensive seminars have worked
best.
Were there mistakes in the plan? The only
regret is the money spent on extending the
life of old systems. Looking back, says Foster, "I wouldn't have upgraded the old wordprocessing system. I'm glad we didn't
upgrade GDS." Overall, he says, theirs has
een a good master plan. "We can grow inrementally as budget permits each year. I
ant to get to the point where even I have a
orkstation."

,·

canning in the Los Angeles Bureau of
ngineering's architectural division

he division resembles a large architecturalngineering firm with 70 to 100 architects,
andscape architects, and electrical, mechanial, and structural engineers. It handles a
ull 50 percent of city design work and the
taff also serves as project managers to inerface with the outside consultants hired
or larger projects. About 80 percent of the
ivision's in-house design work is alterations
nd improvements of some 1,000 city-owned
cilities.
rincipal architect Paul McCarty is coninced that the integration of scanning with
AD is essential to keeping up with his
ff's hefty workload in a time of tighteng municipal budgets. His goal: a minimum
50 percent of staff fully up to speed with
th scanning and CAD by the end of 1991.
ased on a thorough evaluation and detailed
chnical benchmarks for its own needs, the
vision chose Series 5000 CAD software
om Auto-trol Technology, networked CAD
orkstations from HP/ Apollo, and scanning
ar from Optigraphics. It now has nine
D workstations and an E-size scanner.
to-trol Technology, beside providing the
D software, linked the HP I Apollo
rkstations with the scanners, as well as
th PCs and a variety of printing and plotg devices from many suppliers. Plans
ist to tie the entire CAD network into the
y's IBM mainframe as well. One major
llenge was to connect the Optigraphics
nning equipment, run over Ethernet, into

·~
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the HP/ Apollo Token Ring network. Since
HP I Apollo workstations support both
Ethernet and Token Ring networks, one of
the division's HP I Apollos is connected into
both networks, acting as a "gateway" to
provide two-way translation between the
Ethernet and Token Ring protocols. Moving
a scanned drawing from Ethernet, through
the gateway and across the Token Ring network to their CAD workstation, is more
foolproof than copying a file from a hard
drive to a floppy.
How LA's scanning works

A major benefit of scanning is that users can
move almost instantly from a drawing on paper to a CAD image. The steps:
1. Load the original into the scanner.
2. Run the scan. This process is like running
a print.
3. Delete unwanted information, such as the
old title block.
4. Copy the scanned image from the
Ethernet network to Token Ring network.
5. Convert the scanned image into the format compatible with the Auto-trol system
with an automated procedure.

-.--!--------

6. Move the converted image to the proper
disk and directory on the Token Ring
network.
7. Begin working with the image on CAD.
Auto-trol Technology has provided CAD
software to architects since the mid-1970s.
In 1989, it introduced its Composite Image
product, which permits users to combine
CAD vector data with raster (scanned, dot
pattern) images to create a single drawing.
Any portion of the scanned image can be rescaled, rotated, erased, moved, or duplicated.
To add new information to the scanned image, normal CAD commands are used. The
resulting composite image can be edited and
plotted as a single drawing, or the vector
and raster components can be manipulated
separately. The system "remembers" the
precise registration of the CAD-generated
vectors with the scanned data.
The use of scanning is particularly appropriate on projects for which there are minimal
architectural changes and additions or alterations to mechanical and electrical systems,
says Rebecca Abano, an architectural assis-
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Finding Commissions
continued from previous page
tant and CAD coordinator for the architectural division. Another excellent application of scanning, she says, is for minor
architectural modifications required for
handicapped access.
How LA got into scanning

One reason that the entire Bureau of Engineering is so committed to scanning
technology is a history of s uccess with inno- ~
vative uses of scanning in the waste-water- '.:;
systemsengineering div~ion . In 1988,
~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
before the major CAD suppliers s upported
The.firm 's Dorothy Fuqua Conservatory.
raster images, the city was under court orAn anomaly among architectural firms,
Harris: Taking a cue from your book that
der to end pollution from waste-water
spillage. That meant building new treatment Heery International i.s in the process of be- marketing is magic, closing a sale is
coming wholly owned by a publicly traded convincing individuals on a personal basis.
facilities at record speeds. The engineers
chose as a model a recently built facility that British engineering conglomemte, BIGG.
So, the ultimate goal is to get me across th
table. Marketing materials and marketing
was functioning well and had been built with George Heery was once CEO and head of
design services, but has since gone out on
next to no problems. The set of documents
coordinators get me there. And I want to
for the facility was deemed superior, but had his own. Joe Harris, one of the founders of arrive built up at least equal to the compeClarie Tribble Harris & Li, now heads debeen produced manually on nonstandardtition. Then we can talk about me as an
sign services-a job that heavily involves
sized sheets. The engineers evaluated a
individual and the client as an individual.
sales. He offers these marketing insights:
number of scanning systems and chose
Each person who develops leads and bring
Optigraphics. "It was really difficult to find
• Capturing cl?'ents is a one-on-one process, people to the table is aided by one central
no matter the design firm 's size.
products, and some of the suppliers we
marketing group.
• Costly marketing materials must be kept
looked at went out of business before we
could make a selection," says Paul Flygar,
in check, but still be effective. Computers
Streamlining marketing materials
can help you do this.
now CAD system manager for the
We want to standardize them and make
• A design.firm can produce quality work
engineers.
them as inexpensive as we can. But weals
and still be run/or a profit. Strong capwant to target them so they do the job. w·
1.talization can help you do this.
At that time Optigraphics supported scancomputers, there is no longer reason to ta
ning, raster editing, and some basic vector
• Making fees clear to cl?'ents is good busimaterials off the shelf; they can be tailore
ness. Do not start on a handshake.
drawing, but not full-function CAD capabilfor each project by the marketing coordi• Look fo1· work where you arn needed.
ity. Using this limited set of tools, the
nators. But the formatting and repetitiou
engineers scanned the drawings of the
data can be the same. One consideration i
Proven approach, new clients
model treatment facility as well as the topothat these data not become obsolete. Angraphic drawings for the next site. The new
Harn:s: The most difficult thing is getting
other is that our most recent building is
facility was the mirror image of the original, used to the difference between the two
most likely to make us equal to the comp
firm s. At Clark Tribble Harris & Lee, we
so the scanned drawings were reversed and
tition and must be included.
were developers' architects and focused
made to fit standard-size sheets. By cutting,
pasting, scaling, and overlaying scanned im- marketing on that one segment. At Heery,
Short forms work well for quick respons
ages, as well as doing some vector drawing, we focus on many-medical and athletic fabut tailoring has to be extensive for the
the engineers managed to produce a 500cilities, com mercial and industrial buildings,
longer forms that answer an RFP. We m
drawing set of construction documents in
corporate offices, and only to a small extent
put these responses in a hard-bound book
less than a year, an enviable
speculative construction. Now I must under- Such packaging gives an impression oft
accomplishment.
stand the differences in marketing to each.
time you put in. Still, to cut costs, you alOne answer is to have more people involved. ways ask, how can I do responses smart
Now that major CAD suppliers do support
Here we have someone heading medical-faraster, productivity should increase. For
cilities marketing, another heading sports
Personal approach, corporate climate
public and private organizations that own
marketing and so on.
Heery: I never allowed anyone to put his
and maintain facilities, scanning is rapidly
name in a brochure, mine included-eve
becoming an essential part of automation
George Heery: In a centralized department
though I had arguments from people wh
planning. •
or heading their respective departments?
got major parts of the business.
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r:>art f our of a series. This m onth George and
~aura Heery interview Joe Harris (photo below)
or the inside story of how architects fin d clients.
ffarris: Having four names on the door at
lark Tribble Harris & Lee helped me sell. I
ould sell that I'm Harris, my name is on the
oor, you can count on me to do the work.
hat was the direct sell-a simple approach .
hat I was willing to take on at Heery was
run a firm without my name on the door.

Harris: It all comes down to using your resources effectively, especia lly CAD. Whe n
you analyze our business for places to save
money, the challenge today is to bring in
ever more efficiency and-in doing it-make
our profit and reduce cost to the client.
First, settle on fees

sing financial strength to advantage
eery: Do you market BICC ownership?
an-is: What we have backing us is that we
·e not only here today, we will be here toorrow. We are one of the few firms that is
pitalized to have the latest equipment and
pand into new markets.

eenf Is your fee very much a part of the
arketing problem?

arris: That's right. And that's why we
veto stream line. One of the tools capitaltion has bought us is CAD. By planning
r job before we start it, we can integrate
D quickly. It can reduce the production
nhours by a factor of 2 to 2.5 times.
here does that bonus go? Into our pocket'?
fortunately, since the fee is shrink ing,
at is not the case. It just gives us, within
rrent fee structures, the money we need
market, organize, and operate.

eiy: But you are competing with other
s that get the same saving.

Heeiy: I've noticed fi rms that work with the
same developers start work with a telep hone
call. There are other firms that require
who le new contracts and a lot of defining of
the project before they start work. How do
you handle it?

Hanis: Even at Clark Tibb le Harris & Li
where we worked with many developers and
prided ourselves on fast production, we
didn't start on a handshake. We always
started any project on a firm understanding
of what we wou ld get paid. It could be verbal or in a letter. I'm more concerned with
the real commitme nt than the document because my experience has been that, if you
don't debate the fee and negotiate to a firm
conclus ion, they don't intend to pay you. And
if they don't, no amount of contract documentation will m.ike them. The simpler the
contract, the better.
Knowing what clients want
I always want to think my fee is a little
higher than the competition's. That says, I
am going to give you more and you are going to benefit. People buy design. We
discovered this in a survey of clients at Clark
Tribble Harris & Li.

But every client also wanted more service.
It's like getting your fi lm developed. It used
to take a week. Now, you wait while they do
it in an ho ur and you're upset because it
takes so long. So, the amount of service you
get is what you expect. Clients always expect service, as well as on time and in the
money.

,.

Tailoring services
H arris: Understanding the differences in
markets is critical. If you talk about doing
the job really fast, you could frighten the
corporate clients. For them, we want to
make sure the design is thoroughly studied
and absolutely correct. On the other hand,
developer clients expect fast delivery because they are often dealing with a product
t hey have dealt with before. They know
their cost parameters; they know what
t hey're doing. So, we can make decisions
very fast. The arch itect cannot proceed
faster than the client.

With developers, we take a look at the design opportunity and work it to get dollars
focused on doing as much as possible. If developers are professionals, they want the
right design product. That is why I want to
get face to face and make the commitment
to give it to them. It's good that developers
have seen the value of design-and the
signature.
Finding where he is wanted
Like everyone, we are a lways looking for
places to provide a service where none exists. We go to markets where the quality of
design is not as high as it shou ld be. They're
our target.

Heery: Because the deve loper market is not
likely to be as buoyant in the next few years,
the day of the owner/user may be returning.
Corporations, instead of going to developers
for a turnkey project, may be hiring their
own desig ns for their own bu ildings. Do you
agree?
H arris: The market is shifting. With tax-law
changes, developers may use their expertise
to assist owners in getting' buildings built.
But the market is going to be moving away
from deve loper-owner marriages.
Charles K. Hoyt

Architects take their b lank paper and put design on it. That's what they sell. Even
though clients think they know what they
want, they don't. They are unable to do the
magic in converting their ideas to solutions.
What sets successful architects apart is producing a good concept within the confines of
the opportunity an owner has given them.

10/hy Hurs/cy
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What's New in Quality Management?
By Da n"d Ballast
Although quality assurance and quality control have been buzzwords in the design
professions for years, we are just beginning
to see meaningful changes in ways to
ac hieve the goal of improved quality.
Shifts in meaning and means
Recently, attention to quality has s hifted
from isolated , sometimes perfunctory efforts such as improved document checking
lo a consideration of quality as a management function-not something that you
delegate to project managers or other s taff.
Firms making the greatest strides in this
area exact a tota l, conti nuous commitment
to qualit~· l>y using a wide variet.v of methods . Benefits include increased productiv ity,
reduced li al> ili t~-, and retaining (or regaining)
a com petiti ve edge .

Even the definition of quality has grown
sha rper. Though there are variations, the essential definition of quality is conformance
with the client's requ irements . Within this
defin ition are several implied conditions ,
such as ways in which the designer helps his
client set requirements and how the design
conforms to bu ilding codes. But th e focus is
on the client, not on what the architect or engineer thinks of as quality. Expensive
materials or dressing a building in the current style do not necessa ril.v equal quality.
There has also been a s hift in em phasis from
quality control lo qua lity assurance. Quality C0ntrol invoh·es checking completed
documents before they are issued, lik e
plucking defecti\·e widgets from an assembly line. Quality assu mnce is getting the job
right the first time and assuring that whatever level of performance has been agreed
upon is ach ieved . Certa inly a thorough final
check and inte rdiscip li nary coord ination of
drawings a re still valuable, but the simple
detection of a mistake does not indicate its
underlying cause. A mistake in the document, even though red lined, almost s urely
will be repeated in execution.
Finally, respons ibility for quality now active ly involves everyone in a firm, rather
than an individual or a single department.
Even though senior management is committed to improving quality, it may not know of
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all the problems nor of administrati\·e barriers to solutions . These changes have
occurred in much the same way that professional-services marketing did in the 1970s,
when marketing was practically unheard in
architects' vocabularies. Slow ly, some architects and engineers started to organize their
efforts to get work. Quality assurance
seems destined to follow a similar path.
The impetus to improve quality arose in the
ea rly '80s with the liabil ity crisis and the corresponding increase in ins urance rates .

Maior TQM components for design firms

• A commitment by top management to
improve and lead by exam ple. Bill Hayden,
a quality consu ltant to design and construction professionals, has found that more than
85 percent of quality problems can be traced
to firms' organizational systems. He finds
that in most cases good people and tools are
available, but management does not use
them or train employees in quality assurance. Often, management is not even aware
of administrative barriers to improving
quality .

Concern about quality has shijtedfronz
quality control-checking quality after
doclnnents arc cornpleted-to quality
assu ranee-getting the job right the first tirne.
Design professiona ls realized that they had
to improve, if for no other reason than to stay
out of court. Initial attempts focused on s uch
tec hniques as design checklists, com prehensive document review, and dictates set forth
in quality-control manuals. Since these did
not always wo rk, more was needed.
Looking for roots
The most recent thinking has coa lesced
under the term " total quality management. "
TQM began after World War II with the
teachings of W. Edward Deming, Joseph
Juran , and others. At that time, their
principles found few takers in U. S.
industr~· . Howe\·e r, their ideas 1cel'e adopted
by the Japaiwse.

In this country, the TQM approach was
adopted in earnest in the early '80s . Many
large U.S. manufacturing indus tries have
used the ideas of TQM for some time, and
now several large architectural and engineering companies have started using it.
Total quality management is based on
Deming' s 14 points for quality management
(see box). While on first reading, some of
Deming's guidelines may not seem appropriate for service bu sinesses, they form the
basis for the new directions many now take .

• Ernphasis on the prevention of problem
and improvement of wol'k procedures,
rather than just checking or col'recting.
Quality-ass urance professionals know that
the total cost of quality can be reduced by i1
ves ting in doing the job right the first time.
• Emphasis on customer satisfaction. Thi
is often difficult for architects to achieve b
cause they have many "clients," such as th
public and building users. in addition to th
owner, but even the requirements of these
secondary clients can be establis hed with ti
owner ear ly in the design process. The rea
danger is that the architect may work to h"
own idea of excellence whi le the client ma
have a completely different image of
quality.
• hu•olvement by everyone in th eji l'm.
staff members must improve the way they
do their jobs.

• Establishment of teams to identify pro
lems and solutions. In order for a quality
improvement team to work, it must includ
everyone working on the job, since these a
the people who know best what problems
arise and how they might best be solved.
The team should continue its work as Ion
as the job lasts.

• Recognition that the improvement of
quality is a continuous process. There is

Enierging trends begin to change
architectural and engineering practice.
easy road to quality and no time when the
firm can say, "We've done it, we're fin·shed ." As do all worthwhile efforts, quality
improvement takes time and costs money.
here are many additional ways to impleent the various parts of a TQM program.
hese include in-house training for qualityssurance processes, as well as for such
ubjects as statistical methods and charting
rocedures to help pinpoint problems, the intitution of a design-excellence awards
rogram , and procedures for more-vigorous
lient selection in order to head off problems
\·en before a contract is sig11<0d. In addition,
any firms have found peer review a valuble practice. The American Institu te of
rchitects has a peer-review program based
n the procedures used by the American
onsulting Engineers Council. Both orgaizations report that those who haYe been
eviewed were well satisfied.
egardless of which procedures a firm
ight use, however, one or two techniques
sed in isolation are bound to fail. Any firm
at is serious about quality assurance must
evise a comprehensive program.
ome who tried TQM

total quality-management µrogram was
cently undertaken at the architectural and
gineering firm TAMS Consultants . Richel Simon, director of corporate quality,
ads the effort, along with 23 appointed codinators in the company's various offices
d departments responsible for the proam. Actions include educating emp loyees,
diting selected projects, enlisting emp loy'S in the improvement of project reviews
d time sheets, and upgrading the qualitysurance manual. Because TAMS's
ogram is less than a year old, it is too
rly to realize a dollar payback, but Simon
Jieves that the company will see improved
rvice and increased profitability.

agree on the project-delivery system. Quality-assurance techniques include a system
that finds flaws in prototype buildings
before mistakes are repeated. The firm is
a lso reorganizing its specifications studio
into a document-management studio responsible for coordinating documents throughout
the firm.
These efforts do not take place in a vacuum.
In July 1989, the Design and Construction
Quality Institute was formed in ord e r to promote total quality management in the plan
ning, design , construction, operation, and
maintenance of the built em·iroment. As
part of its activities, the institute provides
a forum for people with an interc:;t in design
and construction to examine issues of quality, and it provides resources for education
and training and promotes public awareness
of TQM. It also holds an annual conference
and publishes a quarterly newsletter.
The institute has offices at 1015 15th Street,
N. W., Suite 802, Washington, D. C. 20005
(202/:347-747-1).

If architects and engineers are to improve
the quality of their services and remain competitive, large and small firms alike will have
to reassess their management structures.
More comprehensive quality-assurance programs will add another dimension of office
administration and will demand management comm itment. However, the potential
payoffs are great, and the ultimate choice
may simp ly be to improve quality or perish.

Dr. W. Edward Deming's 14 points
for Quality Management

1. Cn·atl' a rnnstan< ~ o! purp1tsl' tm\ ,ml impron nH·nt of product and >'l n ,c, .
2 . \dupt thl' lll'\\' plnlosoph>.
3 . Ceasl' clep1•ndt•tll"l' on llbjll"< t1u11 l1t
al"hiev<· quality.
4. l )(I not a\\'ard l t s tl\'ss on ti h;,s1s ,f
J>l"ll'.t' tag· alotll'. lns.utd m1n11.1izl' total rnst
:'l lm·l '<>\\an! ·.1 Sll!J.!"ll' >'ttpl l l r fur .tr\ otlt'
itl'm hasl•d on a lrn1g·-tt·rm relat1ll11'd1ip .,f
llllllua, lo:-alt\ a1 d trl!sl
5. l mJH"ll\'l' constantly ·111d fon•\(J" l'\PI"\
pr1tn.' for plann 1 .l-. pr1tdu< ll< ,.• ai.d
<.;(•l"\"ll"l'
6. Introdun· tra111.i !-c. on till' .J"I .
7. \d opt and m-.;t 1t1tll IP;tck•rship.
a. ll ri\l out ll:a1.
9. Hn•ak clown harners Ji, t\\ l'l'll
1k•1•art111vnts.
1 O. Eliminat<· slog«t11s. t•xhortati1111s, ·rnd
targvt,; for thv worl· il>J•'l"li\ l'. ::-.ul>st1tut1.
ll'adership.
11. },II111matt q•11t ts <lli th fac.<>n !l1tor
and ma11;tg"l'llll'nt h\ nl111·cti\l'>' :-;ul>stltlltt>
11 ader,;h1p .
12. Rl'tnO\"l' lianwrs that ro l>peopl< nf
pnck of 1rur kmanslnp . Ll11rnnalt> thl' annual
rating or 1rn•nt "> sll'lll.
13. !11,;t lllll a 11g-orol!" prngran <>f «1 trnt ion and self.m1prm t nll'nt fo r !'\ l'r\'orll'
14. l't.t l'\"l'r> l>1id\ nth•· mil pan> to work
to al'l"omphsh the t ransformation.

Suggested reading:

Quality Planning and Analysis, second
ed ition, by J . M. Juran and Frank M. Gryna,
Jr. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1980 .
Quality Without Tears, by Philip B.
Crosby. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1984 .
Total Quality, by the Ernst & Young Quality Improvement Consu lting Group. New
York: Dow Jones-Irwin, 1990. •

other firm active in TQM is BSW Group,
.. in Tulsa. Because most of its clients are
1panies with continuing building proms, the firm's system includes processnagement workshops held with major
nts. These take place over several days
ore a project gets started, so that both
es can clearly define requirements and
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A veteran of managing large and small firms ,
including his own, writes about motivating staff.
The.first of two parts.

Turned On
By Chuck Deakin
Architects and engineers do not respond to
motivation efforts the same way other people do . Security is on their lists of priorities,
but it ranks far below self-express ion and
variety of experience. At the same time,
technological and legal developments continue to burden every project with more and
more man-hours of effort; and, since theirs
is a labor-intensive profession, productive
use of each man-hour has become critical.
Combining arch itects' priorities with productivity means knowing the right
inducements. These fall into three general
and overlapping categories:
l. Wages with related fringe benefits.
2. Employee/employer interface.
3. Employee/project involvement.

professional, ever increasing the proportion
that must be considered hourly employees.
Any office can become a target for a finding
against it, usually triggered by a complaint
from an embittered employee.
Government pressure aside, it may be time
for the profession to pay all employees at an
hourly rate-with overtime as authorized.
While this may seem unprofess ional, our
profession is man-hour based and payment
in kind is appropriate and fair. For the employee, i·ewards for overtime generate a
better attitude toward extra work. For the
employer, they mean careful scrutin y as to
its need . If project planning reveals that
overtime is needed, it should be scheduled
for the beginnin g of the job. This way a complete des ign-development package may be
distributed to engineering consultants ear ly.

Wages /fringe benefits

Paychecks, fringe packages, and bonuses
are the most expensive motivators and, paradoxically, have the shortest effectiveness. A
raise, a bonus, or an added week of vacation
will cause extra enthusiasm initially, but
quickly fade. One answer is to reward individual performance with raises at irregular
intervals, rather than on anticipated schedules. Rotate salary reviews on half-year
anniversaries of employment for each individ ual , instead of doing a single end-of-theyear review for all. Still, the current local
wage scale must be met and emp loyees must
be convinced that their pay is appropriate.
Arch itectu ral emp loyees worry more a bout
being taken advantage of than the amount
they are paid.
Hourly wages vs. annual salary
Today, most architectural employees, hourly
and sa laried, keep hourly time records for
billing purposes and job-cost management.
The Department of Labor keeps redefining
who may be classified as a salaried

Mr. Deakin is an adjunct professor in the
Tulane School of Architecture.

To make the hourly-pay-plus-overtim e
method cost about the same as annual salaries, determ ine the real hourly rate
employees have been paid over the past two
or three years by di viding annual salaries by
the average number of hours em1 loyees in
various pay categories actually spent. Pay
on that basis.

tively presented. For instance, the floating
holiday is a strong motivator. While everyone in the firm receives the same one-day
benefit, the importance of the individual is
reinforced . Apply a flexible attitude towards
all fringe benefits. Recognize that employees whose children are through college may
prefer an extra week of vacation to a wage
raise. For them , the extra week is the same
as a tax-free raise.
The same management attitude can be applied to group health care and dental
ins urance. The office standard could be to
pay half the premium. An increased share o
payments and coverage for dependents is
negotiable, and becomes still another recognition of individual needs. The insurance
industry recogn izes this variation in employee needs for health coverage and now
offers a "cafeteria plan." The employer payf
a fi xed amount for each em ployee, but employees may choose the kinds of health
coverage that best meet their needs-and i
crease their coverage at their own cost.
While a firm' s insurance broker may bear
the expense of setting up such a customize
plan, the firm 's increased cost will be in pro
cessing individuals' new programs when
their needs change.

Spot bonuses

Some offices reward overtime with year-end
bonuses based on profitability. But it is the
rare recipient who fails to calculate the low
rate per overtime hour that the bonus rep resents. So, while adequately paid, they feel
disillusioned. Try al locating the same money
to a fund budgeted fo r use as spot bonuses.
When an employee has excelled on a design,
a s heet of drawings, a sk illful handling of a
client problem-give that person a cash bonus on the s pot. It may energ ize the
employee longer than an annual raise worth
much more. Let everyone in the firm know
about it. Moti vate them to do likewise.
Fringe benefits

Vacation, paid holidays , and medical insurance can be continuou sly motivating forces
or simply taken for granted. A uniform
fringe-benefit package usually has the least
impact on productivity of any operating cost.
Consequently, having the most generous
fringe-benefit package in town is a poor
motivational investment, unless imagina-

Physical environment

New work stations or painting the draftin
room can, in th emselves, be as s hort-lived
motivators as changes in personal financial
packages. One series of experiments set u
to determine the illumination level for gre·
est productivity found that any change of
light level increased productivity-for a
time. A longer-lasting benefit of physical
changes is increased pride in the firm. Gre
major changes with an open hou se for employees' fami ly and friends.
When employees see that yo u care about
their individual needs, you will be on the
path to increased output and quality. •

The second half of this article will deal
with inducem ents that cost less and mm
produce more.
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1991: The Turnaround Year
Construction Economy Update
By Geo1:qeA. Christie
The Outlook for constru ction contracting in
1991 [1u:coRD, Xoveml.>er 1990, pages 33-43]
re\·ealecl the second stage of a fairly t_q;ical
two-year cyclica l decline of build in g activity.
In .vear one-1990-the c:onstruction industr:--· was knocked off its pedestal as the va lue
of new!>· started projects plummeted 11 percent. That much was al ready histor.v when
the 1991 Outlook was first issued.
In ,vear t\\·o-that's 1991-a seconda ry setback was anticipated, and sti ll is. But unlike
19$)0's "free fall" when market conditions
worsened with eac:h suc:c:ess i\·e quarter,
19$Jl's smaller decline w ill be c:ushioned h>' a
mid-year turnaround of lhe Dodge Index of
<:onstruction contract \'alue.
A r e we there y e t ?

The opening months of 1991 brought an incli:cation that this yea r is going· to be different.
~he first requirement for turnaround is Lo
ring the decline to a halt. and some encou rgemenL can be taken frnm the rec:ent stabiization of construction contracting. The
oclge Index, once as high as 181 (in Septemer. 19o9) fell all the wa.\· to i:~:3 by last
ecember, but held that level through Janur.v and F'ebruar:---. F'or t\\'O good reasons,
owe\·er-one a general business recession
tnd the other a credit crunch-a sustainable
ebound of construction contracting isn't
·kel:; in the immediate future.
ssuming that this ,\'ea r 's second quarter
·ill bri ng the conclusion of the 1990/ 91 deline of construction contracting. one issue
1at can be put to rest is: Ho w does this curent cyc lical reversa l compare with pt·evious
nes~ If second quarter HJ91 turns out to be
e bottom of the current cycle. comparison
·ith pre\·iou,.; dedines shows this one to he
lose to the a\·erage duration. but not as
ep (from peak LO trough, ;2.) percent \·s. an
·erage of 40 perc:ent). Some spec ial feares of the last (early 19~0s) decline not
·ident in the current situation he lp to exain the greater se\·erity of that crash.
1at decline occu rred during context of a
n siderab l~· more formidable g-eneral recesn than the 1990/ 1991 Hmilcl" setback. IL
s intensified b,v a highly restrictive moner~· policy that had the effect of trading-

double-digit inte rest rates for double-digit inflation . This time around, the Federal
Reserve has been pushing interest rates
down. The earlier construction recess ion ,
like t hat of the economy at large, was a
" double-d ip" event. A short-lived recovery,
which began in 1980 soon aborted, and contracting sank back to an even lower trough
in El82. The e ntire two-part recession of the
earl y 1980s spa nned a total of Fi quarters
before s ustained recovery took hold in 1983.
The cu rrent construction recession has a few
specia l features of its own which are worth
bearing in mind. All of the decline has been
con fin ed to privatel:v· fina nced construction
(housing and com me rcial / indu stria l building) . Publicly fund ed work (infras tructure
and institutional building) came through
1990 and 1991 unscathed, a nd se rved as a
market stabilize r through t he downturn. The
1990/91 recess ion was something of a
bicoastal phen emeno n. Led by the co llapse
of building in the Northeast, the two easte rn
regions and the western region took
two-yea r declines of 22 percent and 1:3 percent, respective ly. By contrast, t he central
reg ions collectively lost on ly 6 percent of
their 1989 constru ction market through 1991.
The view from the valley

To sum up as of sp rin g 19$ll , the decline of
contracting for new construction has probabl.v bottomed out, but recovery is still a few
months away. Beyond the immediate iss ue
of a turnaround is the question of how
strong a reco\·er>· will be when it gets here.
That's a su bject to be considered in the J.9.9l
Outlook. The main business for 1991 is getting out of the valley.
Successful conclusion of the Gulf Wa r remon~s one 1·ariaule from the out look
equation and he lps to clarify another. It
ne\·er was clear exactly what bombing in
Baghdad had to do with building in Birmingham apart from its negati\·e psychological
tie-in (i.e., uncertainty inhibits decision making). ~ eYe rthe less, the restoration of what
passes for peace in the Middle Eas t lends
cred ibility to the widely accepted ex pectation
of an early recovery from the general recession of 1990/91. With the energy compo nent
of the CPI dormant for the time be ing, aperiod of acceptable inflation leaves the

F'ederal Reser ve in a position to provide the
monetary stimulus needed to guide the economy out of its s lump.
As a leading indicator of general economic
activity, construction contracting s hould be
on its way up before the less sens itive GNP
data confirm that the economy has snapped
out of its recent recess ion. And if, as it is
g·enerally believed, the economy's upturn is
clue in the third (or fourth) quarter, construction' s uellwether s ingle-fam il y-hou se
building industry would ordinarily get there
first. There is, however, one other important
co ndition to be met, and that is an easing of
the credit crunch of 1990. It does little good
for the Fed to push inte rest rates down as
long as lenders continu e to boycott real-estate development.
Getting past the crunch

What began in 1D89 as a sav ings-and-loan
crisis turned into a general credit crunch in
1990 when commercia l banks were s ubjected
to controls s imila r to those applied earlier to
the S&Ls (as mandated by FIRREA). The
regul atory clampdow n on commercial banks,
un like the refo rm of the scandal-ridden
thrifts, was large ly precautionary (and perhaps even an over-reaction) but the result
was sim ilar. The requ irement that commercial banks restructure their real-estate
portfol ios, set up reserves against "nonperforming" loans, write clown overvalued realestate holdings, and improve their
capital-to-loan ratios brought heavy losses in
1990's final quarter. It a lso led to the vi rtual
paralys is of real-estate finance.
There is no quick fi x for the credit crunch of
1990/91. Perhaps the best that can be said is
that EJ90 was the time of maximum regulato ry stress fo r the banking system.
Nevertheless, with delinquencies and repossessions sti ll ris ing during 199l 's
recess ionary environment, lenders are motirnted to get out of, rat her than more deeply
into, real-estate development. And even as
the crunch eases, its consequences for the
building bus iness are all too obvious. Unlike
the ea rl y and middle 1980s, when lende rs
were recklessly eager to back rea l-estate
deals with few questions asked, they will be
erring on the s ide of conservatism a nd
selectivity.
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Watch these in 1991
Two major categories of cons truction will be
especially handicapped by the 1991 environment of scarce credit and a w eak economy.
One of them is housing; the other, retail
building.

1991 National Estimates

Until the oversupply created d uring the
mid-1980s tax-shelter boom is sign ificantly
reduced-and progress to date has been
painfully slow-new starts w ill not exceed
300,000 units per year. Potential , once the
multifamil:-· rncancy rate retu rns to its traditional 5 percent, is in the vicin ity of 500,000
units.
In contrast to the disto rted ap artment/
condo market, single-fam ily h ouses are fundamentally sound. l_; ntil it wa s temporaril y
shut down by 1990's credit cru nch, singl efamily demand a\·eraged a ste ad:" one
million units per year from 1983 through
1989-proof of the so lid demo grap hic foundation this market enjoys.
In 1991, single-fam ily building will be responding to market conditions in two ways:
negatively in the first half wh en recession
and credit scarcity dominate, and positively
in the second half as cred it ea ses and the
economy resumes an upward path. Although
the second-half rate of starts, at 875,000
units, could exceed the first half's weak
750,000 rate by as much as 15 percent, the
change will not be quite enoug h to prevent
another small decline for the full year. More
important than that, the secon d-half rebound

:JS
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Sensitivity to both credit scar city and to the
uncertainty that goes with ris ing unemployment makes housing this yea r's nominee for
the most vulnerable bui lding category
award , at least for the first ha If of 1991. As
the year opened, both s in g le-f am ily and multifamily housing markets we1·e in a deeply
depressed state, although not for t he same
reasons. A general re luctance of lenders to
back residential building of a11y kind is, of
course, impacting both hou sin g markets al
present. Unfortunately , thee ventua l improvement of credit availabi lity will be of
little benefit to the troubled a part.ment/
condo market in which buildin g has been declining steadily for the past fi ve years under
good cred it conditions and bad
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will be the beginning of the next general
building cycle.
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None of the several categories of commer·
cial and industrial building can be expected
to s urvive 1991's recessionary environment
wilhout some furth er weakening, but one
stands out as a bit more vulnerable than the
rest. Retail building, with its familiar behav·
ioral trait of tracking single-family housing
deve lopment by roughly one year, is in dou·
ble trouble. The abrupt collapse of hou ses in
the 1990 credit squeeze is having its delayed
effect on contracting for stores and s hop·
ping centers in 1991, intens ifying the
recession's downward pull. The continuing
decline of house building through the first
half of 1991 is only making matters worse.
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Total F. W. Dodge housing starts for 1991
are now estimated to slip to 1,050,000 units,
a decline of 7 percent from 1990's 1,133,000
volume. The equivalent Commerce Depart·
ment measures of housing starts are: 1990
at 1,193,000 and 1991 at 1,100,000.
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Paced by the retreat of retail building, the
decline of total commercial and industrial
building contract value this year now falls in
the range of 10 percent to 15 percent.
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Again, as in 1990, publicly fund ed construe·
tion is buffering the continuing weakness of
privately financed building. Two categories,
in particular, dese rve honorable mention for
their unwavering s upport. A gain in
highway / bridge conlracting in 1991 comes
as something of an anomaly. We could ex·
pect a fairly tight lid on federal spending for
public works. But 2 1/2 percent of the
new fuel tax is going to the Department of
Transportation and the curious result is
that, at a lime of maximum budgetary
stress, DOT is enjoying a windfall, and
highway / bridge contracting is up signifi·
cantly. Call this "unintentional
anti-recessionary fi scal policy" .. . or else
call it " business as usual."
Although highway / bridge construction is
alive and well in 1991, the same can't be said
for the other major public-works category,
sewer and waste-treatment facilities. One
big difference: their increasing reliance on
Continued on page 125
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Specifications Series:
Interior Renovation
By Katherine Freeman
Renovation work presents new and oftencomplex issues to architects and interior designers. Many of these issues cannot be
dealt with on construction drawings and,
therefore, must be addressed in specifications. The correct interior-renovation
specification clearly defines these issues
and the roles of the parties involved.

design, they can be a means to check design
work and to uncover problems before construction so they can be solved quickly and
effectively. A detailed description and itemized list of items to include in shop drawings
will ensure they are complete. The designer
should cover what is required for each item,
so that enough production time and effort is
included in subcontractors' bids.

Asbestos abatement: Often, renovation of
older buildings requires asbestos abatement.
This is usually not handled by architects and
designers because most liability insurance
does not cover their involvement. The owner
should hire a contractor specializing in this
area under a separate contract.

Quality assurance: Architects should spec-

Verifying existing conditions: This is a

key step in an interior renovation, as well as
a frustrating and time-consuming one. No
matter how thorough the preliminary investigation, surprise problems will arise. There
will be hidden structural and mechanical
conditions that cannot be verified during design. Drawings of the existing space may
not be available or may fail to reflect as-built
conditions accurately.
Submittals: The architect should obtain
product data for new work, and certification
of fire-resistance and sound-transmission
ratings when applicable. Samples will confirm color and finish selections, and help the
contractor avoid mistakes. The contractor
should submit maintenance instructions for
finishes and other items specified, and make
certain the client understands them.
Shop drawings: These take on a new importance in interior renovations. They must
document and verify existing conditions affecting the work, identify work to be
removed, repaired, or altered, and the extent
of new work. A schedule of items to be
cleaned, repaired, and refinished, items to be
salvaged and reinstalled, and items to be dismantled or demolished should be included
when applicable. Materials and methods can
also be documented and monitored. While
shop drawings are not tools to refine

Ms. Freeman is an associate with architects Thompson, Ventulett, Stainback &
Associates in Atlanta.
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ify manufacturers with experience similar to
their project. In matching existing materials,
they should specify the original source when
possible, obtain field samples for accurate
comparison, and define and clarify the expected quality and appearance of the
finished product. Mock-ups of new, refinished, or cleaned work set standards for
final work.
Contractor and installer qualifications:

The quality and experience of the contractor
and installers are crucial factors. As with
manufacturers, the contractor must have experience in renovation similar to the extent
and complexity of the project. The designer
should see previous projects before final selection. Because renovation is full of
surprises, contractors can contribute to
unique solutions.
Preinstallation job meeting: The architect
and contractor should discuss and agree on
selective demolition and removal, conservation, and reinstallation of existing materials.
Items requiring coordination of trades can
be scheduled and sequenced. Inspections of
existing work can engage manufacturers'
technical representatives and special consultants so that all parties agree on remedial
work. Substructures prepared to receive
new work can be examined and approved.
Delivery, storage, and handling: The con-

tractor should plan the timely and safe
delivery, storage, and handling of materials.
Specifications should indicate if on-site storage will be available for new materials and
for salvaged materials. A photographic or
written record of the condition of materials
to be reinstalled prior to removal helps fix
the responsibility for damage. Indicate if the
contractor is responsible for removal, storage, and replacement of existing furniture

Architects Thompson, Ventulett,
Stainback & Associates remodeled two
stores and a mall entrance (top) into the
Townsquare Foodworks in Rockaway, N.
Problems included exposing a patchwork
roof structure and irregular column gri
without major alterations or interrupti
of mechanical services.
and equipment, and for coordinating delivery schedules on such final completion ite
as furniture, equipment, and planting.
Project and site conditions: The designe
should indicate the contractor's responsibi
ity for maintaining circulation and lifesafety standards. The architect outlines
procedures and limitations for interruptio
of building services and defines the contr
tor's responsibility for damage control an

Part of success is to control the special relationships
among architect, contractor, owner- and others.
r epair, and for daily and final clean-up of the
site. Lingering debris may become fire hazards if not handled and disposed of properly.
The parties must determine responsibility
for ser vice-dock and vertical-transportation
coordination with the building management
or owner. unique conditions should be addressed and the contractor he ld responsible
for following the manufacturer's instructions for env ironmental conditions and other
installation requ irements.
Sequencing and scheduling: The contractor's responsibility for coordinating
emolition and utilities interruptions with
uilding operations must be indicated, along
with specific cond itions and procedures for
equencing and schedul ing work. Any polenial conflicts or aspects of coordination
hould also be indicated.
orking in occupied spaces: If the space
s to be partially or fully occupied during the
vork, the client, design professional, and
on tractor must coo rdinate their work to
·mit disruption. Th ey s hould estab lis h proceures and limitations when conflict cannot
e avoided. \Toise. dust, and fumes from
aints, ca rpet adhesives. and wood finishes
ay be noxious or toxic to occupants and imact plants and landscaping. The contractor
ou ld proYide adequate ventilation and
ork after business hours if possible.
spection and verification: Prior to demoion, the contractor should be required to
rify, inspect, and photograph the existing
nditions . Requirements s hould include reedial work such as repai r and patching of
bstructures in appropriate coord inated
ctions, or these costs may not be included
the bid and may billed later as an addinal service . The designer shou ld call for

spections of prepared substructures by
anufacturers' technical representatives
d/or such consultants as structural and
chanical engineers prior to constrnction.
e designers should use specifications as a
1 to point out potential conflicts and so lve
m before they happen. And they must
ep their clients inform ed. •

Interior Renovation and Alteration Specification
PART 1 GENERAL
A. Summary:
1. ~t·ctwn includes:
\'E'rifieallon of existingcrn11litions.
SPll'ttive demolition of
l'XistJng 11·ork.
ltenwntl. consL'rvation.
and rl'installation of l'Xistrng matt>rials.
Coordination of trndes in1·011 vd in alteration and
reno1 atinn ll'ork.
:!.. Sl•l'twn does not inl'ludt•:
\sla·~;tris aliall'rnent-in
,;L·parak L'ontract lwt 11·eL'n
m1 IH'r and contractor.
B. Submittals:
1. l'rodurt data.
:!.. Samplt•,;-initial sl'lt·ction and wrifieation.
:l. Cl·rtifieation: Fin• rl',.;is
talll'l' ratings. Sound
translllis,.;ion ratings. Code
req 111 renwn ts.
1 Shop drawings.
.-,. '.\laintt>nam·l'
in,.;trnctions.
C. Quality assurance:
I. '.\lanufacturL·r qualification,.;: tin• :-.ears lllinimulll
l'Xjll 'l'll:'ll('l' .
PART 2 PRODUCTS
A. Materials:
I. >: L'll' materials: eritPria
fur matching.
:!.. J{p11·ork<•d materials:
t'lt•a1wd. repairl'd. and 1·elinislwcl in pla('l'.

:!.. I nstallt>r qualifications:
tin: years experience acceptable to manufacturer.
:i . Field samples.
4. Mock-ups.
."). Preinstallation job
mel'ting.

D. Delivery, storage, and
handling requirements.
E. Project/site
conditions:
1. Ell\·ironment<tl conditions: Climate ('ontrol
l'Onditions within manufal'turer's re('ommendatiuns.
2. Temporary L'Xits and entrances, L'merg·t·ncy
sen·ices. and firl'
protl'etion.
:). :Vlaintenance of uti lity
servi('eS.
4. Environmental
protection .
;). Ventilation: for ('Uring
makrials. paint and rnl']Jl't
adhesive, wood flooring
fini,;hes, etl'.
(i. Protection of L'Xisting
work.
I. :\oise and dust control.

8. Remo1·al and storage
of existing furniture and
t•quipment.
9. \ 'prtical transportation
and trash remo1·al.
lU. llamage control and
repair.
11. Occupanc~ and u,.;e of
Pxisting facilities.

F. Sequencing and
scheduling:
1. Demolition work.
:!.. Coordination of utilit,I"
serYJ('l' interruption".
:l. \'aeating occupied
areas.
L '.\laintaining eirculallon.

.). Inlt'rferl'nc:e 11·ith working condition,.;, If all\.
fi. Deli,·e ry schedules of
furniture.' planting, etc.
G. Maintenance
materials (extra stock):
usuall.1· ;) pl•rcPnt for standard produ('t,.;, 10 pl'r('ent
for ('Us tom.
I. Ddi1·er to owner, la·
l>l'led. and packaged, with
installation instrurtion,.;.

:J. Sah·aged matt>rials:
removed, salvaged, and
reinstalled.

B. Miscellaneous and
accessory materials:
1. Prnducts for patching.
:!.. Cll'aning/refinishing
pr<.Jdul'ts.

PART 3 EXECUTION
A. Examination and
verification:
I. I'rinr to demolition: 1·eri
li<.:atiun and photography.
:!. . •\ rter dt•molition: preparation of ,.;uh,.;trates.
:i. :\lanufacturer and con,.;ultant inspections.

C. Demolition:
1. St·quence and
coordination.
2. Building matt>rials.
:i. Mt•chanical eq uip1m•nt.
4. Electrical equipment.
ii. lJ nanticipated
conditions.

l. Transition from exi,;ting
to new work .

B. Preparation:
1. Shoring and bracing.
:!.. Proteetion of existing
furniture. finislll',.;, and
l'qt1ipnwnt not rt'll10\"l'll.
:1. I lu,;t-prnof partitions.

D. Alteration work:
1. Extent.
2. Damaged surfaces.
:l. Salrnged material,;:
Cleaning, repair, and
reinstallation.

E. Disposal of demolished materials:
1. Storage. and removal.
F. Cleaning and repair:
1. Installed work.
2. Adjacent 11·ork damaged
during inqallatwn
G. Condition of finished
work.
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Low Cost Entry
Last month, we reviewed Generic CAD 5.0.
Autodesk's Autosketch sells for less than
$200. This month we discuss two other CAD
low cost entry packages. Either package can
run on an IBM XT or compatible with small
fixed disk, Hercules monochrome graphics,
a mouse, and 640K or less of random-access
memory. Add a math co-processor chip, and
the equipment can cost as little as $1,000.
These two packages stem from quite different philosophies. EasyCAD, from Evolution
Computing (the same people who developed
FastCAD), is a lean and mean 2D program.
Its speed makes it terrific for production
drafting and for those occasional at-home or
on-the-road sessions. It can exchange files
with most other CAD packages, using DXF.
The DXF file system rarely provides perfect
translations. But Evolution's various DXF
dialects are quite close to AutoCAD's. They
should be. Evolution's founder and chief programmer invented DXF while working for
Autodesk, AutoCAD's parent.
DesignCAD 3D has more features, but is
much slower and is not as intuitive in its
command structure. Aside from 3D capabilities it comes with shading (you can create
slide shows), a crude bill-of-materials processor, and even solids modeling. Its distributor
also sells DesignCAD 2D (formerly
ProDesign II), which is somewhat faster in
operation. It can export files to the standard
IGES format, and to PostScript (for plotting
on laser printers). It can import or export
DXF. The native file format for Design CAD,
like DXF, is ASCII text. That makes files
quite large.
Unlike EasyCAD, DesignCAD does not support symbol libraries directly. But entities
can be grouped into blocks and saved or
joined with new drawings. In fact, a library
of 2D symbols is available to supplement the
product.
Both packages allow customizing of menus,
and both have powerful macro languages.
These features allow practices to customize
this software for use throughout an office,
and to reduce training time. You can
progress from either package into a more
full-featured system, although you may
never want to. By Steven S. Ross
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Two capable and cost-effective CAD packages
let you ease in. Either one runs on $1, 000 worth
of equipment.

Design CAD 's shading program allows up
to eight light sources, but without choice of
diffuse or point. Foregrounds can be
clipped away. Four views can be displayed
at once (1, 2). Each view can be customized

asyCAD 2 , Version 2.60
uipment required: IB;\J XT. AT. PS/2 or
mpatihle. DOS 2.10 or hig-lier, :i2c!K of ranm-access memor~· ((j.JOJ\ or more. as
pamled memory, recommended), high-deny floppy or (recommended) fixed disk.
ath co-processor highly recommended.
ouse m· dig-itizing- u1blet.

as to viewing angle, but only the big one
can be edited and shaded. The bill of
materials program (3) lists attributes
specified on the drawing. Prices, colors
suppliers can be shown, but it is easier to

export the file to a database program and
add the data later. Symbols are easily
defined in EasyCAD (4).

FastC'.\fl ;,nd FastC\ D :!D. (EasyC.\ !) is l'Ssmtially an older\ l'l"sion of FastCAU.) Good
rnmpatibility (Yia I>XFl \\'ith AutoCA IJ.
. \ hm-e all. this patkag-P is re all> fast, even
on an old romput(•r.

Ease-of-use: (;oorl. Three-dimensional objl'l'ts an· most ea. ily built up by S\\ eeping- a
pol~·line in spaee. or by eomuining primitin•
:3)) sha1Jl's suth as lilocks. As ~·ou might ex1wd with a :rn pal'kage, it nm>< extn•nwly
slowl> 011 an old XT. Hidden-line removal is
slower than for most :311 packages; shadingspl'ed is about aYPrage. The insu1llation program insists on using drive A. If you must,
you can reassign dn\ es using tlw DOS assign l'ommand.

Error-trapping: Good . .\lost commands l'an
he "umlone."

Cirl'!c
ndor: EYolution Computing, .1:17 S..tSth
, Suite lOfi, Tempe, AZ 8!)281. Phone fi021-81i:3:3, 800-874-402>-:. !i;Hi!l.Hii. Thirt.v-day
ney-back guarantee.
nuals: One well-written ;)!JO-page paperk with tutorials, installation instructions,
I reference guide.
e-of-use: Good. There are large pull,.n menus, associatin• dinwnsions (change
imensioned oujecl and the dimension line
nges as well), and all the basil" drawing
Is. Walls arc drawn as hollow or (TOssche<l "wide lines." Sixty-four cro::;s-hatch
terns are supplied; they expand and eon·t as seale changes. Eas~· ti le export lo

1111111/Jcr
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DesignCAD 3D, Version 3.0
Equipment required: Ilf\I XT. AT. PS/2 m·
rnmpatible, (i.JOK of random-access memot·~.
fixed disk. ~lath coprot"essor, mouse or dig-illzer. and more l\AM (as expanded mem01·~·)
strnngly recommended. Works with many
printers and plotters, hut not with
PostScript
Vendor: ,\11wricau !-'mall Business Computers. Inc .. :~27 South .:\Ii ll St .. Pryor, OK
7-1:31i 1. Phone !l1H-82i">-4H44. $:Ml. The 2D version retails for $2!l!l (a new version, at the
sanw pricl', was due in April). Desig-nSYM library of 0,000 21> symbols. $17D.
T>esignC'AD Macintosh, ::!I>, $69!).

Error-trapping: Good . .\lost commands can
lw undo1w. The biggest problem~ come from
features that ran he togglPd off to impro\'l'
speed, such as assoc1atin' dimensioning.
You ha\'e to discipli1w yourself to work with
specific features enabled 01· disabled at all
time::;; you l"an get confused if you change in
the same drawing. Zooms undo shades and
hiddl'n-line remo\'als. If you shadl' a \'il•w, he
sure lo san· it i>ef'on• doing furtlwr
mani1mlations.

C"il'l'fr 1111111/Jer 316

Manuals: Three paperbacks: one for installation instructions and a tutorial. a
reference, and a g·uide to the macro
languag-e.
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Recirculating the Past

A nice Hoachlander photos

The McMillan Filtration Plant's two neat
rows of squat masonry silos and low-slung
brick regulator houses, built in 1902-1905,
seem sadly incongruous today, bracketed by
two major Washington traffic arteries and a
sprawling chemical plant on an adjacent parcel (background of photo top left). Oldfashioned as these structures now appear,
they were part of the city's slow sand water
filtration system until 1985, when the newly
completed chemical plant's computerized
system rendered the sand-storage silos and
29 subterranean filter beds obsolete.
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The ol.d plant was part of an ambitious tu
of-the-century scheme spearheaded by U.
Senator James McMillan of Michigan, wh
envisioned the entire 92-acre site and its fi
ter beds, silos, reservoirs, and pumping
facilites as part of the capital's public par
system. Hydraulic engineer Alan Hazen o
New York City was hired by the Army
Corps of Engineers to help combat freque
outbreaks of typhoid attributed to a conta
nated water supply. Hazen designed the
complex routing that brought water from
the Potomac River 14 miles away into on

'In 1905, the McMillan Filtration Plant began
operation of its slow sand filtration system to
provide clean water for Washington, D. C.
lthough computer technology has made the

e concrete compartments (bottom right)
tially filled with sand. Filtered clean wawas funneled to an underground
ervoir, where it would remain until the
ping station distributed it throughout
city. Soon after Hazen's silos and regulahouses were put to use, Frederick Law
sted, Jr., was hired to make the surnding area more inviting to the public.
stead planted allees of mulberry trees
g pathways between the silos and regur houses, transforming the blanket of
atop the filter beds into a picturesque

system obsolete, preservation groups argue that
the plant's eerily beautiful masonry structures
are well worth saving.

field. The complex was used as a public park
until World War II, when local officials
fenced in the filter beds, fearful that the
Germans would try to poison the capital's
water supply. Nearly half a century later,
McMillan's plant is again in danger, this
time from developers who plan to purchase
the site and raze the structures. Local preservation groups, however, hope to secure
landmark status for the plant in a hearing
scheduled for this spring, thereby ensuring
a future for McMillan's and Olmsted's
vision. K D. S.
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Books

Renderings from 1903 by Saarinen (below
left) and his partner Gesellius (below
right) show the importance of drawing and
color to their design process.

Rediscovering Eliel Saarinen's
Early Years

------· ---------

r

Eliel Saarinen: Projects 1896-1923, by
Marika Hausen, Kirmo Mikkola, AnnaLisa Amberg, and Tytti Valto. Cambridge:
MIT Press, 1990, 355 pages, $'125.

Reviewed by Ralph E. Johnson
This beautifully produced volume is an important addition to the literature on Elie]
Saarinen prior to his move to the United
States, a period known to Americans mostly
for his Helsinki Railway Station and his
home and studio in Hvittrask. The book expands our knowledge of Saarinen by
comprehensively recording and analyzing
his career, from his partnership with
Gesellius and Lindgren in 1896 to his departure in 1923 in the wake of his influential
second-place entry for the Chicago Tribune
Tower competition.
Many of the issues that concerned Saarinen
at the turn of the century still resonate in
the profession today. As then, architecture
is split between those who advocate continuity with classical and vernacular forms and
those who suggest that our era demands a
break with the forms of the past. In focusing on Saarinen's early career, this book lets
us examine how he balanced the rational
with the romantic, culminating with his
scheme for the Chicago Tribune Tower.
The book features two essays-one on Saari-

4 - -L!L--'------ 1
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nen's architecture and the other on his townplanning projects-as well as a complete catalog of his work for this period. Reflecting
the comprehensive nature of the book, the
catalog includes Saarinen's arts and crafts
work and his industrial design projects, in
addition to architecture and planning. The
quality of the reproductions and of the book
itself is an appropriate testimonial to Saarinen and his work.
The essay by Marika Hausen includes a
presentation of 19 major works. It follows
Saarinen's career from his early. use of natural materials, such as stone and wood, to his
later projects, in which he successfully integrated the more rationally based concerns of
functional expression with traditional
typologies. Hausen categorizes Saarinen's
work into two periods: 1896-1905, during
which he practiced with his classmates
Gesellius and Lindgren, and 1905-1923, during which he briefly worked with Gesellius
before venturing out on his own. The design
of the Helsinki Railway Station serves as a
chronological as well as a stylistic bridge between the two periods. Hausen also notes
how Saarinen's designs for the Helsinki and
Viipuri stations combine architectural and
town-planning concerns, enabling them to
function both as freestanding monumental
objects and as organizing elements in the urban fabric. Unfortunately, this interweaving
of architecture and city planning was sorely

.f__

lacking in most urban-renewal schemes of
the mid-20th century and is only now reappearing in the work and writings of Aldo
Rossi and others.
By including Saarinen's sketches and
renderings, the book allows us to appreciat
why the nine-year-old Alvar Aalto was so
moved when he first saw a Saarinen drawing reproduced in a popular Finnish
magazine at the turn of the century. Both
the quality and sheer volume of sketches,
many published in color, show Saarinen's
unique talent as an artist, as well as the im
portance of drawing to his design process.
The other major essay, by Kirmo Mikkola,
places Saarinen's town-planning schemes
1910-1918 within the framework of modern
planning theory. Mikkola notes how the
geometry of many of Saarinen's schemes
evolved from a combination of the romanti
and picturesque notions of Camillo Sitte
(whom Saarinen admired) and the Classica
approaches of Haussmann in Paris and
Cerda in Barcelona. Having speculated in
real estate himself, Saarinen was familiar
with the economic realities of town planni
and was able to balance social and artistic
concerns with the financial elements of th
modern city.

Ralph E. Johnson is a principal with Pe
kins & Will in Chicago.
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Ledoux's designs for toll-gates or barrieres
in Paris (below) exhibited his eccentric
approach to reinterpreting and distorting
Classical forms.
Claude-Nlcolas Ledoux, by Anthony

Berlln: The Polltlcs of Order 1737-1989,

Vidler. Cambridge: MIT Press, 477 pages,
$50.

by Alan Balfour. New York: Rizzoli, 1990,
270 pages, $39.95

Reviewed by Jonathan Hale

Reviewed by Gerald Moorhead

Anthony Vidler's book on Ledoux is likely to
be the book on the subject for years to come,
so we are lucky it is so well-written. Vidler,
who teaches at Princeton, places Ledoux in
ontext of pre- and post-Revolutionary
ranee and in relation to our own time. Findng Ledoux's place in architecture is no
ean task, given history's contradictory attiude to him. Ledoux has been seen variously
s a forerunner of Modernism, Postodernism, Neoclassicism, even Surrealism.

Berlin. The city is heroic, almost holy to the
Cold-War generation as a symbol of defiance
in the face of totalitarianism. While Berlin
now anticipates its renaissance as the capital
of a unified Germany, Alan Balfour's book
serves as a provocative guide to its lost past.
By restoring the memory of what once was,
this perceptive book may help set a direction
for the future rebuilding of its devastated
quarters.

edoux himself was full of contradictions.
o doubt this is one of his attractions to our
ge.) He started out a country bumpkin, but
oon became a court favorite and eventually
social and architectural visionary. Over the
ears, his buildings increasingly embodied a
volutionary simplicity and daring. But
hen revolution came, Ledoux discovered he
ad no place in the new order.
doux was a showman, which is not to say
was superficial. Some of his works apar to be deliberately strange. A Ledoux
ilding, for example, might combine munne use with a rough gigantism that was
w and, to some of his contemporaries, rellent. Amidst the excitement of his work
ere is often a curious coldness, a weird icy
andeur to his designs.

by their absence from the book. Vidler
seems to be saying that, although Ledoux
rings a lot of bells for us, he is not our direct
architectural ancestor. Although often compared with his contemporary, Boullee,
whose most famous works existed only on
paper, Ledoux was a builder. But after the
Revolution, Ledoux failed again and again to
get commissions, and his designs took on a
dreamlike quality. In these later years
Ledoux became more the visionary we think
of today. The buildings became strippeddown. They veered away from the
comfortable cliches of Classicism and toward a severe, and at times strange, new
idiom, which resonates with our age. Even
so, Ledoux's work was not so much a precursor to Modernism as it was an expression of
the radical shifts happening in his own day.

ong Ledoux's most contradictory works
re the toll-gates of Paris. They were
ted from the moment they were built beuse of their function and their strange
pearance. But to us they are striking. In
se barrieres Ledoux was artistically aucious, but politically conservative. These
le monuments had giant half-domes
ved out of watchman's houses, or enorus keystones on tiny sentry booths. They
odd towers and great freestanding coins. The designs go beyond eccentricity;
y freely distort the common equipment of
ssical design to make vivid compositions.

The book is generously illustrated, mostly
with engravings made in Ledoux's time.
While the engravings are superb, more and
better photographs would have been helpful.
The book would also have benefited from a
pictorial chronology, thumbnail sketches,
and brief descriptions of each project. But
this is a book to be read slowly, taking in
the images of a time surprising not in its
similarity to our own but in its remoteness
from it.

mples of Ledoux's influence on later arcture and on our times are conspicuous

Jonathan Hale is an architect and former
RECORD editor.

The wanton destruction of Berlin by the
Russian army in 1945, says Balfour, eliminated "not only memories but ancient and
comforting symbols whose accumulation in
the texture of a city had given meaning to
life." The author adds that the "loss of the
past means the loss of the future. "
Using a small area of Berlin-the streets
and squares around Leipziger Platz-Balfour has structured a social, political, and
architectural history of the men and events
that directed the city's physical development
for 250 years. This is a history that, by extension, analyzes the whole city and nation.
Shaped by economics, politics, and design
theory, the buildings that grew around
Leipziger Platz are both detached witnesses
to history and active participants. Using a
scrapbooklike assemblage of period photos,
and texts, Balfour documents the succession
of architectural monuments to occupy the
area-including gates designed by Karl
Friedrich Schinkel, Bismarck's Chancellery
(and Albert Speer's extension of it), and the
National Gallery by Mies van der Rohe.
In Balfour's analysis, all of these structures

were tools of political ideologies. But he sees
a change for the new Berlin. "After 250
years of speculation, the desire to use architecture to control the moral order of the
future has faded."
After two and a half centuries, Leipziger
Platz is again vacant, awaiting a new history
to be built upon it.
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Books

Briefly noted
The Art of the Architectural Model,

by Akiko Busch. New York: Design Press,
1991, 128 pages, $39.95.
As well-crafted as many of the miniatures it
examines, this book combines a practical approach with an esthetic appreciation of its
subject. While it covers technical issues such
as materials, illumination, and photography,
the book also shows how models can help
place buildings in specific settings and thus
put architecture in context.
New Construction for Older Buildings: A
Design Sourcebook for Architects and
Preservationists, by Peter H. Smeallie

and Peter H. Smith. New York: Wiley,
1990, 211 pages, $54.95.
A survey of projects mostly from the 1980s
that involve adding onto or building within
older structures, as well as new projects set
in the context of older neighbors. The book
also serves as a guide to adaptive-use
projects around the country.
Building Design: Improving Commercial
Spaces, by Elyse Umlauf and Phil

Schreiner. Glen Cove, N. Y: Library of
Applied Design, 1990, 256 pages, $60.
Well-illustrated with color photographs
throughout, this book profiles 42 successful
renovation projects in the United States.
Chapters cover the renovation of office
structures, retail complexes, and institutional buildings, as well as adaptive-use
projects. Most of t he projects covered, including the transformation of Washington,
D. C. 's Union Station into a mixed-use complex and the conversion of North Pier in
Chicago into a mall, are of recent vintage.
Understanding Infrastructure: A Guide
for Architects and Planners, by George

Rainer. New York: Wiley, 1990, 278 pages,
$39.95.
As reports on our nation's deteriorating infrastructure grow more alarming, this
hands-on primer on water supply, sewers,
streets, bridges, parks, rail transit, and telecommunications systems brings up to speed
architects and planners, two groups not notably conversant with infrastructure's
framework and its design implications and
opportunities. Ten experts on various aspects of infrastructure design contributed
chapters. •

Don't go any further. The city has just given
this structure landmark status.

Drawn for

ARCHITECTURAL IU:COIW by

Sidney Harris.
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The deliberate variety of building types found on
the fallowing pages contrasts sharply with our
recent single-topic issues on houses and preservation. Which is as it should be: while RECORD
prepares for its lOOth anniversary in July, we continue to examine the world of architecture both in
depth and in breadth-the former through Building
Types Studies and special-focus issues, and the latter through portfolios of projects that may have
little in common except the architects' dedication to
good design.
This month, that commitment finds physical form in
featured buildings that stretch from the Gold Coast
of Australia to the Gulf Coast of Florida. Although
Arata Isozaki's poetic essay in stone for Bond University (cover and pages 58-65) and Roger Ferri's
variation on a Florida wood-frame vernacular
theme at Seaside (pages 74-77) are at opposite ends
of the earth, they share a profound awareness of
architecture's role as placemaker. The architects of
two large infill projects in major American
metropolises improved existing urban contextsDon Hisaka with an unusually refined response to
Washington's building-height limit (page 66-73), and
Arrowstreet with a retail center that blends easily
with its semi-industrial setting in Cambridge,
Massachusetts (pages 96-103). A museum in Indianapolis with subtle Native American imagery
(pages 104-109), a pair of innovative "lab lofts" at
Penn and Dartmouth (pages 78-87), and a skillfully
restored landmark of Frank Lloyd Wright's early
years (pages 88-95) complete the mix. P. M S.
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ond University, situated on Queensland's Gold Coast, is Australia's
first privately funded university, largely underwritten by the now financially embattled entrepreneur Alan Bond. The guiding master
plan, prepared for a vacant 247-acre site on the eastern seaboard of
Australia, is the work of Melbourne architect Daryl Jackson, who
won the commission by competition in November 1986. The scheme
called for a total academic environment for 10,000 students that
could be built in three stages over 10 years, complete with service infrastructure, dormitories, classrooms, offices, and landscaping.
Jackson proposed a hybrid of European architectural forms from all
periods. As a place for students both to live and work, the buildings
attempt to personify both "village" and "urban" themes, which, one
could argue, present an inherent contradiction. The village narrative
was drawn from the tradition of medieval universities-self-sufficient, independently styled communities adjacent to a town. The
urban narrative, which sees Western-type universities as one of several aspects of city life, is reflected in the two seemingly endless
axes that crisscross the site (plan right), with the academic quadrangle only one star in an ordered metropolitan galaxy of services.
Alan Bond's corporate partner in the venture was Japanese construction giant EIE, who nominated Arata Isozaki as designer of
one building. Isozaki, who felt an affinity with Jackson's plan, chose
the centerpiece, a bridge structure spanning the principal ceremonial
axis (overleaf). Of the two main pedestrian axes across the site, the
path under Isozaki's building is the shorter, more consciously compressed sequence. Using a natural change in grade, it connects a
symmetrical forecourt complete with tapered colonnades to a lower
plaza with a circular water basin (pages 62-63). Here, Isozaki deftly
plays a Renaissance game between the formal and the picturesque.
In the middle of this self-contained arcadia, Isozaki's 160,000-squarefoot building acts as a triple gateway, not only between town and
countryside, but also between its own two principal wings.
Contained in the twin arms of the U-shaped building are the phaseone-stage humanities department and library (site plan shows future
expansion). In a touch of overt orderliness, the two functions are
joined by shared administrative offices housed in a 96-foot-long
bridge of poured-in-place reinforced stone-faced concrete, with
Isozaki's crowning "keystone" office suite providing the vice-chancellor (as the president is known) with commanding views of the
entire university domain.
The strength of Isozaki's building is its commitment to architecture
as a compilation of recognizable geometric forms. Conical roofs
mark entrances; expressed lintels, carefully proportioned for their
span, delineate wall openings. The whole ensemble is unified, however, by the distinctly regional flavor of the lavender-streaked
locally hewn sandstone, wet-jointed and pinned to the concrete
substructure.
In Australia, the establishment of a university typically requires a
healthy budget provided by the Ministry of Education. With no official funds available in Queensland, university officials managed to
secure corporate sponsorship at a previously unknown scale. Jackson and Isozaki have given powerful form to this institutional
precedent. Graham Jahn

Graham Jahn is a Sydney-based architect and critic.

The site slopes to either side o
the main axis that joins the e
try roundabout with a knoll
along the water. Another axis
leads from the entry to the
trapezoidal forecourt to
Isozaki 's building (future expansion is shown above).
1. Entrance

2. Student administration
3. Central computer
4. Mainframe computer
5. Book storage
6. University general store
7. Office
8. Colonnade
9. Humanities entrance
10. Library entrance
11. Humanities gallery
12. Lecture room
13. Language laboratories
14. Library foyer
15. Reading room
16. Humanities office
17. Administration office
18. Vice-chancellor's office
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As buildings move away from
the administrative center of
the campus, they become less
formal in composition in a
conscious attempt to break
with the geometry of Daryl
Jackson's master plan. The
curved perimeter of the student center (top and middle
left) faces the lake. Entry
towers by Jackson (bottom)
mark the path to the forecourt
of Isozaki 's building.
Credits

Library Administration
Building
Bond University
Queensland, Australia
Owner: Bond University
Architect: Arata Isozaki &
Associates-Arata Isozaki,
principal-in-charge; Hiroshi
Aoki, Kenji Sato, Sarah Wong,
and Kazutoshi Imanaga,
project team
Associate Architect: The

Heather Thiedeke Group
Engineers: Mc William and
Partners (structural); Lincoln
Scott Australia (mechanical/
electrical); Weathered Howe
and Associates (hydraulic)
Consultants: Norman Desney
and Young (communication);
Rider Hunt Gold Coast
(quantity surveyor)
General Contractor: Thiess
Watkins White
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New Grid
on the Bl ck

115018th Street, N. w.
Washington, D. C.
Hisaka & Associates, Architect

With its facade dimensions
preordained by a 75-foot street
frontage and 10-story height
limit (plus English basement
rxnd two.floors of underground
oarking), 115018th Street
turns its relatively small size
187,000 square feet with 17,000~quare-footfloor plates) to
idvantage with a lighthearted
';Urtain wall (opposite) whose
mergy would overpower at
arger scale. Similarly, the
ong angled approach from the
treet entrance to the midblock
:trium/lobby becomes an
ventful progress through a
ively retail arcade.

0

n sunny days the newly opened office building at 1150 18th Street
between L and M streets announces itself from several blocks away
as a glinting white sliver at the heart of Washington, D. C.'s prime
commercial district. Closer in, the sliver becomes an effervescent
construction of clear glass and glossy painted metal made the more
refreshing by contrast with its slick but elephantine neighbors.
In a rave review Washington Post critic Benjamin Forgey likened
the building to "an explanation point that fits somehow into the middle of a a ponderous sentence.'' Architect Don Hisaka himself
admits to a studied retort to what he terms the "heaviness" of much
present-day commercial architecture, which in Washington is
weighted further by the city's height limit. Reinforcing the shift
from the surrounding glut of granite and mirror glass, the facade
gains added bravura from the almost Baroque energy Hisaka has
released by using the concrete structure's pier-and-infill order as a
foil for a crisply articulated metal lattice.
Built flush to the sidewalk at the base and flanked by corner towers,
the building front steps back three feet at the fourth floor, rising
above a transitional third-floor balcony that crosses the base as a
"cornice" to visually transfer its weight to the ground. Countering
the towers' verticality, the grid of the curtain wall is strongly horizontal. A deftly detailed assemblage of off-the-shelf parts, the
facade gains much of its texture from simple 4 1/2- by 2 1/2-inch angles deployed as outriggers on horizontal mullions of standard
2-inch sash. In addition, the preformed insulated panels used for
spandrels and horizontal rails at the towers, as well as for column
covers, take the shape of channels whose shallow flanges add disproportionately to the depth of the facade and the play of light and
shadow across it. Garnishes include a spiky open parapet that erupts
into turrets at the towers, a perforated-metal medallion, and a clutch
of flagpoles which will fly colorful sculpted metal banners.
For all its bravura, the project is more than facadesmanship. Ironically, its lean vitality owes much to an "impossible" site. Although it
met the top three criteria within the developer's canon-location, location, location-the parcel fell short by other measures. Its primary
asset, the frontage on 18th Street, was a pinched 75 feet that bored
well into the block before widening to an L-shape formed by space
leftover from surrounding buildings and bound by alleys. The footprint encompassed only 17,000 square feet overall in a market where
the usual tenant floor offers upwards of 30,000.

-

ENTRANCE

Nonetheless, the building plan-an afterthought in many core-andshell spec buildings-is both inventive and highly marketable. The
key was to place the now-de rigeur atrium not at the entrance but at
the L's inner angle, approached via a retail arcade. The atrium is
tiny: less than 900 square feet. But it is expanded by a wall of windows on the south, which are combined with generous punched
openings in the alley-facing walls to flood the midblock building with
light. To temper its height, the atrium gives way at the sixth and
eighth floors to sky lobbies that create self-contained two- and three-story office suites-both quickly claimed by large tenants. On lower
floors the open corridors edging the central space make for flexibility in layouts and leasing by allowing several entries to each floor.
In the atrium itself witty flourishes-the fl.ash of mirror-bright
stainless steel against monochrome metal and dry wall, tiers of little
projecting balconies (one set wraps a column), lighting fixtures that
decorate as well as illuminate, the play of grid on grid-convey an
animation that affirms the promise of the exterior. Margaret Gaskie
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Complementing the playful
turrets and spiked parapet at
the crown (top right), the
towers carry their emphatic
curtain-wall grid to sidewalk
level (opposite), where they
frame a base strongly but simply defined by opening up the
tight framework at the second
and third floors. Flag staffs,
for which the owner has commissioned bright blue-green
banners sculpted of perforated
metal, signal the building entrance (bottom right). Inside,
artful lighting and contrasting
materials (polished metal and
rough granite against ordinary dry wall) enrich the
arcade that angles toward the
atrium. Glass cases en route
will display a local art gal!ery 's wares. The L-shaped
~ypical floor facilitates subdi~ision with three entry doors
wr floor and adds flexibility
vith post-tensioned concrete
1eams that allowed largerhan-usual bays (34 by 28 f eet)
vithin the usual ceiling height.
PUBLIC ALLEY

N

'1'

FIRST FLOOR

~

_J

TYPICAL FLOOR
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1/ 8-in. insulated--- + - - --elltl®
aluminum panel
1/ 2-in. gypsum sheathing -1----lll+l!'R--'f"il /
on 3 5/ 8-in. metal studs
24 in. o.c.

A. TOWER DETAIL AT HEAD

41/ 2 in.

}
Although the structure of 1150
18th Street is concrete, and precast cladding with big 6- by 6foot punched windows is used
on the three sides that face alleys, Hisaka wanted a livelier,
"huskier, "he says-but budgetminded-curtain wall for the
building 's street face. He
achieved it with what colleague
John McDonald calls "standard sticks" built up into a
lattice. The basic unit, standard 2-inch aluminum sash, is
augmented at the horizontal
mullions with 4 112- by 2 112inch angles used as outriggers
to beef up the section and emphasize shadow lines along the
clear-glass windows. Larger
members such as spandrels
and column covers are also factory-insulated breakformed
aluminum panels prepainted
gleaming white. Channel-like
sections again contribute maximum depth and texture with
minimum means. In addition
to the 3-foot setback, the towers
are distinguished from the center front by slight changes in
the grid's detailing. In the center, fin tubes are incorporated
with the sill at the floor; at the
towers, they are located behind
an added horizontal rail.

B. TYPICAL DETAIL AT HORIZONTAL MULLION

painted aluminum sash -+-- -wI clear insulating glass
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2- by 2·in.
aluminum tube

5· by 2- by 3/ 16-in.
10t-- -- + steel tube

41/ 2 in.
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C. TOWER DETAIL AT HORIZONTAL RAIL

metal panel at jamb -

aluminum cover
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D. TOWER DETAIL AT SILIL
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Removed from the street entrance to the building's inner
core, the atrium is not only the
principal public lobby but also
the key to the exceptional.flexibility of the £-shaped plan,
which relies on its balcony corridors for internal circulation.
Because the space is small in
area~only 900 sq fl-Hisaka
avoided a bottom-ofa-well ef
feet by adding sky lobbies at th
sixth and eight floors, thus creating independent multistory
office suites. Flooded with daylight from the south wall, the
atrium restates the exterior
curtain wall with simple but e
egantly detailed materialsdry wall, glass, and painted
metal- in a restrained tonesofgray palette. Just-for-fun
touches include railings and
decorative disks of shiny polished steel.
Credits

115018th Street, N W
Washington, D. C.
Owner:

The Kaempfer Company
Architect: Hisaka and

Associates, Architects, Inc. Don M. Hisaka, John J.
McDonald Jr., design
architects; Herman F.
Woerner, Ellen S. Light,
project architects
Engineers: James Madison
Cutts (structural); Shefferm
& Bigelson Company
(mechanical/electrical);
Associated Engineers, Inc.
(civil)
Consultants: Systems Desig
Associates (lighting); Fergus
Engineering (fire safety);
William Huntt and Associat
(elevator/escalator)
General Contractor: Sigal
Construction Corporation
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aving grown up near Jones Beach, New York's largest and most
popular outlet to the ocean, Roger Ferri thinks of the shore as an informal and thoroughly democratic place. So when he was commissioned to create a beach pavilion for Seaside, Florida, he decided to
keep it casual, even whimsical. While some of the other pavilions designed for the innovative town in the Florida panhandle conjure up
images of elegant Victorian resorts or Classical temples [RECORD,
July 1989, page 102], Ferri saw his project as "a capriccio on
vernacular 'stick' construction."
Like the other pavilions, though, Ferri's structure terminates one of
Seaside's streets and takes bathers over ecologically sensitive dunes
to the beach beyond. Commissioned by the town's developer, Robert
Davis, the follies serve as public landmarks, access points to the
beach, and, in some cases, playful comfort stations.
With its simple houselike form and distinctive chevron patterning,
Ferri's building can be interpreted in a variety of different ways. According to the architect, it can be seen as a beachcomber's shack, a
Chippendale fretwork porch, or a palm-frond hut. Due to the configuration of its angled wooden struts, the pavilion reads as either a
solid mass or a transparent framework, depending on the vantage
point of the viewer.
While the pavilion's imagery is purposely vague, its structure is
carefully fixed. Because winds can reach hurricane force along the
Gulf Coast, even an open building such as this must be unusually
well braced. Using stick construction, Ferri built his pavilion with
2-by-6-inch lumber that has been pressure-treated and then kilndried a second time to prevent warping and buckling. Diagonal
bracing members establish a chevron pattern that smaller 2-by-2inch elements pick up as decorative infill.

Credits

Odessa Street Beach Pavilion
Seaside, Florida
Owner: Seaside Community Development
Corporation
Architect: Roger Ferri Architect- Roger
Ferri, designer; Maurice Saragoussi,
project manager
Engineers: Robert Silman Associates
(structural)
General Contractor: Warnerworks

Rugged weather tests metal faste ners in all of Seaside's structures
(indeed, some buildings have already experienced the ill effects of
metal corrosion). Ferri consequently eschewed clamps and hinges in
favo r of direct wood-to-wood connections, using only stainless-steel
nails, bolts, and screws. With engineering help from Robert Silman
Associates, Ferri has designed a beguiling folly that charms the eye
with games of light and shadow, yet impresses the mind with its
strict structural logic. Clifford A. Pearson
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Two of a Kind
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ommenting on her firm's recent work, Denise Scott Brown, of Venturi, Scott Brown and Associates, says, "So many architects feel
that they must be original at all costs. We like to be conventional."
Compared to some of VSBA's highly assertive past work, this seems
disingenuous. Robert Venturi, this year's Pritzker Prize winner,
frames it differently: an "analogous" approach may be preferable to
a "contrasting" one-especially for such complex commissions as research laboratories. Two cases in point, designed with Payette
Associates, are the Clinical Research Building at the University of
Pennsylvania (right) and the Thayer School of Engineering at Dartmouth (opposite), the latest in a series of Payette/VSBA labs that
began with the Lewis Thomas laboratory at Princeton [RECORD, August 1986, pages 104-113] and includes a not-yet-finished lab at
UCLA and additional projects for both Penn and Princeton.
Being "conventional" for a lab building is not confined to the
massing or the elevations, which are VSBA's turf. To accommodate
an enormous range of research needs (many of which are unknowable during design), the architects' burden is to find an allembracing conceptual framework, then to avoid applying it
indiscriminately (see also RECORD, February 1991, pages 97-109).
Having worked together on several projects, "There is now a certain
anticipation of how the other firm thinks," comments Jim Collins,
Jr., of Payette. Even so, the team must, according to Collins, "start
from scratch and think each project through, tailoring it to the
personality of the client." Though they are apparently quite different, this pair of buildings shares a singular antecedent, what
Venturi calls "the noble tradition of the industrial loft."
The loft is seen as so simple and open-ended in structure that it can
adapt to myriad activities. The Clinical Research Building, though it
serves nine departments, is organized through a straightforward
rectangular plan, with consistent modular bay spacing, and with special function rooms and mechanical shafts placed in a central core.

Clinical Research Building
University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Payette Associates, Inc., Architect
Venturi, Scott Brown and Associates,
Associated Architect

A pair of research laboratories,
the latest projects in two firms'
years-long collaboration,
represents an evolutionary
approach to a tough building type.

The edges are left free for laboratories (on the long north and south
sides) and offices and lounges (at the short ends). Though at first
glance similar to Lewis Thomas, this is not a knee-jerk reworking.
The exterior of the CRB is more prismatically slablike, the elevations patterned more discreetly. Within this envelope, Payette has
worked subtle changes on the Princeton parti (pages 82-83).
At Dartmouth, the study of many kinds of engineering occurs in one
research-oriented undergraduate and graduate program. "We have
long felt that the traditional curriculum emphasizes differences
among engineering fields," explains John Strobain, provost at Dartmouth. "Here students receive a fundamental basis. We think they'll
be more successful if they can move across boundaries." With this in
mind, it became important to unite the enormous breadth of Dartmouth's engineering activities under one roof-a roof that had
already been enlarged twice. The existing building at Dartmouth did
not lend itself to the linear modularity of Penn. Instead, old and new
spaces were divided into independently serviced suites. A doubleheight central meeting space, dubbed the Great Hall, is the nucleus
around which the building-and the academic program- revolves .
One could argue that the architects have been too smugly conventional. Should the CRB's exterior have been a little more modeled,
Thayer's plan tidier? By contrast, and on ly a block from the CRB,
the profoundly influential Richards Medical Laboratory (completed
by Scott Brown's and Venturi's mentor, Louis Kahn in 1961) is lab
architecture at its most audacious. Both Dartmouth and the CRB
are intentionally opposed to Richards's hyperspecific distinction of
program functions and the monumentalizing of the mechanical systems (the famous division of "servant" and "served" spaces). And
the architects don't apologize for a less expressionistic-and less expensive-approach. "Scientists are not priests," comments Venturi.
"They don't need a cathedral, but a place that acknowledges the dignity of labor." James S. Russell

ayer School of Engineering
rtmouth College
nover, New Hampshire
nturi, Scott Brown and Associates,
chitect
yette Associates, Associated Architect
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Clinlcal Research Building
University of Pennsylvanla
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Modular, generic labs- evocations of open-ended industrial
loft space-were seen as the
most .flexible solution to everchanging research needs in this
175,000-square-footfacility. The
building's boxy shape came
about, according to Ian
Adamson, of VSBA, "because
of pressure to bring in these
very expensive buildings as economically as possible. "Reentrant corners were
introduced, according to Venturi, "to keep it from being
completely '50s. "Since .floor-to.floor height was unusually
large, VSBA sought to reduce
the apparent depth of the spandrel bands and the visual
thickness of the windows' aluminum mullions by scaling
them up. They are proportioned, however, to resemble
those of older Collegiate Gothi
structures nearby. Differing
functions within the building
are expressed by minor variations in window rhythm
(overleaf). The exaggerated dia
per-patterned brick at
Princeton's lab is here refined.
(Venturi calls it "plaid" vs.
"tweed"-opposite.) At the mechanical penthouse,
recognizably human-sized win
dows placed next to giant
ventilation louvers are cues t
their monumental scale (dra
ing left). Penn's stylized coatof-arms is mounted like a
Classical escutcheon on porce
lain-enamel "wallpaper"-a
icon of the campus visible fro
the nearby Schuylkill Expres
way (top left).
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he CRB includes wet-lab re'arch on cancer, the brain,
~rmatology, and work for the
·award Hughes Medical Instide. "To lower barriers between
tferent disciplines, "says Jim
ollins, Jr., "departments have
ien arranged to bump up
7ainst each other." Other
:eans are also used to foster
\teraction. On a typical.floor's
Jrth side, researchers can pass
:rough adjacent "open" labs,
:ough not so readily as at
rinceton. (Fume hoods are lo\ted in alcoves nearest the core
keep lab space free and re.1,ce utility runs.) Cross
•rridors penetrate the core at
:tervals and are wide enough
house support equipment. A
·nerous lobby, lounges, and a
fe (opposite) also act as meet.g places. Other niceties:
lministrative areas open off
~vator landings-the buildg ~ "public" center; interior
~ndows bring outside light
id lab views into the main corior (opposite top right).

TYPIC AL FLOOR

SECO ND FLOOR

edits

'.i nical Research Building
iiladelphia, Pennsylvania
wner: University of
'nnsylvania
·chitect: Payette Associatesrvid Rowman, principal-inarge; Jim Collins, Jr., project
·chitect; Len Davis, Dan
'.scenza, Tom Davies, David
imus, Greg Ettridge, Bob
-haejfner, Pat Strangle,
:anne Fish, project team
;sociated Architect: Venturi,
ott Brown and Associatesibert Venturi, principal-inarge; Ian Adamson, Michael
Peters, project managers;
·c Aukee, James Kolker,
n Bastian, John Forney,
es King, A my Klee, Robert
rker, Catherine Murray,
n Rauch, Charles Renfro,
n R. Trowbridge, James
nkler, F. Christian Wise,
'iect team
lneers: Simpson Gumpertz
eger (structural); Robert J
el, Inc. (mechanical)
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struction Manager:

Henderson Corporation
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Thayer School of Engineering
Dartmouth College

The existing structure offered
inauspicious raw material. I~
U-shaped plan (below) is awkward for labs; its exterior was
timid compared to such flamboyantly Neo-Georgian
neighbors as the Tuck School c
Business. Also, sophisticated
functions had to be shifted to
the addition and existing
projects maintained during
construction. Inevitably, the
solution is neither as straight·
forward nor as cleanly resolve
as the CRB. At the front oftht
building a new entrance pavil
ion gives the school a more
assertive presence among its
neighbors (top left). Its Palladian window (opposite) is a
familiar image on campus.
(Venturi confessed that it
"might have been gutsier" hac
it been larger.) A reconfigurea
entrance vestibule at grade
leads up cascading stairs to a
main level (page 87). This is
surmounted by a handsomely
finished conference room, noi.
a favorite of college trustees.
The laboratory "loft" added a
back is an austere rendering c
a New England mill: big, dou·
ble-hung windows are tied
together by a thin, flat,
granite string course (left).
Venturi sums up the parti as
"Queen Anne front, Mary
Anne behind."

ENTRY PAVI LI ON SECT ION

.
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For best use of space, the existing structure (built in 1939,
added to in 1948) was divided
into suites housing offices or
labs. Sprinklers were added,
mechanical shafts were enlarged, and mechanical
services upgraded, but existing
hot-water radiation was retained. In the new rear wing,
computer labs and two clean
rooms for silicon-chip fabrication are on the top floor, near
hvac equipment. The basement
houses a project studying the
structural properties of polar
ice (biggest, heaviest, dirtiest,
and noisiest of the labs) and o
tics labs housing lasers (which
require special vibration-isola
tion tables). Sandwiched in
between are labs for materials
science, mechanical engineering, biomedical and
biotechnology, and computers
and computer graphics. These
disciplines are united by the
clerestory-lit, double-height
Great Hall, overlooked by
study rooms (opposite top).

THIRD FLOOR

Credits

1. Mechanical
2. Vestibule
3. Shops
4. Lobby
5. Storage
6. Conference room
7. Reception
8. Great Hall
9. Study carrels
10. Mainframe computer

EAST / WEST SECTION
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Thayer School of Engineerin
Hanover, New Hampshire
Owner: Dartmouth College
Architect: Venturi, Scott
Brown and Associates-Robe
Venturi, partner-in-charge;
Roe Caivano, Thomas Beck,
project managers; Ian
Adamson, John Bastian, Cat
erine Bird, Catherine
Cosentino, John Forney, Da
Franke, Susan Gallagher,
Sharon McGinnis, David
Perkes, Mark Stankard, Jam
Winkler, project team
Associated Architect: Payet
Associates-David Rowan,
principal-in-charge; Wendy
Edwards, Jonathan Rollins,
project managers; Douglas
ver, Bruce Fullerton, Kim
Thomas, Erica Steenstra,
project team
Engineers: Simpson Gump
& Heger, Inc. (structural); R
Vanderweil Engineers, Inc.
(mechanical); Soils Enginee
ing, Inc. (geotechnical)
General Contractor: Jackso
Construction Company

A

generation ago, saving even one Frank Lloyd Wright-designed room
from extinction seemed like a futile act of generosity. In the last decade, though, the rising value of Wright artifacts has threatened the
integrity of those scarce structures that retain his furniture and
other architectural elements [see "Collecting Frank Lloyd Wright:
Vandalism or Public Service?" RECORD, July 1988, page 67]. Ironically, one is more likely than not to see Wright's decorative objects
out of context-a sad fate for works of "organic" design. Thus, restoration of the Dana-Thomas House in Springfield, Illinois, complete
with its original Wright-designed furnishings, is cause for rejoicing.
A combination of luck, vision, and perseverance conspired to preserve this treasure. The house, commissioned in 1902 by Susan
Lawrence Dana as an expansion of her father's 19th-century Italianate villa, was completed in 1904-a 12,600-square-foot grouping of
powerful public and intimate private spaces. Once a mecca for
Springfield's progressive politicians (it sits a few blocks from the
state capitol) and later center of the city's cultural life, the house deteriorated in mid-century as Dana's fortune and health declined.
In 1943 Dana sold the house and furnishings to Charles and Nanette
Thomas, who used the structure over the next 35 years as offices for
their small publishing company. The Thomases respected Wright's
work and held the ensemble together as well as they could within
limited means. In the late 1970s, the house caught the eye of Illinois
Governor and antique collector James Thompson, who convinced the
state to acquire the building. Thompson personally oversaw
fundraising for the $5-million restoration, and for re-acquisition of
several missing objects. (One double-pedestal lamp, for example,
was bought for $750,000.)

Now open free to the public, this rich work offers the most complete
set of furnishings and decorative art of any extant Wright building.
What is more, the house captures Wright just before he codified
many of the spatial and decorative features of the Prairie School.
There is a fussiness here in Wright's spatial acrobatics, which in
later houses became more fluid and horizontally extended. Likewise,
his decorative schemes for later houses were simpler and more
clearly integrated into the overall design.
A group of specialized craftsmen, overseen by architects Hasbrouck
Peterson Associates, completed the restoration in three phases over
three years. Exterior work included replacing the plaster frieze under the eaves (overleaf and right) and covering art glass with new
theft-resistant storm windows. The architects repaired poorly
pointed brickwork, including the recessed horizontal joint Wright
had designed, and patched spalled colored concrete. Inside, they duplicated the lustrous texture of Wright's original plaster. Turn-ofthe-century wiring remains but has been bypassed by new (the
house was among the first in Springfield to have electricity installed
at construction). Wright's innovative concealed lighting systems
have been restored to their original condition.
Architects in particular will marvel at the puzzlelike quality of the
plan as it pinwheels out from the central dining room, and visitors
will appreciate the soft iridescent light that filters through hundreds
of pieces of Wright's art glass. The intricate progression of spaces
may be closer to the architecture of Sir John Soane than to the mature Prairie Style of, say, the Martin House in Buffalo, which was
begun less than a year later. Perhaps more than any other Wright
work, then, the Dana-Thomas House stands as both coda to the 19th
century and prelude to the 20th. Anders Nereim
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Wright experimented with
many ideas in the DanaThomas House, only to
abandon them in his mature
Prairie Style houses. Upswept
eaves (opposite) lent the house
an oriental air that was somewhat controversial at the time.
Gallery glazing rises past the
springing of the vaulted ceilin
within. Though the exterior
plaster frieze (above) had been
removed, it was reconstructed
from an original mold and fin
ished with green and bronze
glazes that mimic the variegated leaves of a chestnut tree
in the courtyard. The frieze
patterning anticipates the
American Art Deco style.

Dulled by successive layers of
paint, the warm, three-dimensional quality of the interior
plaster finish-made by a technique called scumbling-has
been recreated by Micky and
Lee Thompson. The artisans
wiped coarse sand in the finish
coat before drying to expose a
tooth, then brushed the surface
with a priming coat of stain. A
sponge-mottled second coat of
stain was finished with a lowgloss glaze. Top left: the threestory, split-level entrance hall.
Top right: the vaulted gallery
occupies a near-separate pavilion. Bottom left: Richard
Bock's The Flower in the Crannied Wall still stands in the
entry niche designed for it.
Bottom right and opposite: the
dining room, lit by delicate art
glass lamps, is arguably the
most important space in the
house. Susan Dana's guests
dined to music from a curtained balcony. George
Niedecken's mural of sumac,
goldenrod, and purple asters,
lit from below, is the only surviving Niedecken frieze in any
Wright house.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Balcony
Open to below
Bedroom
Nursery
Master bedroom

UPPER FLOOR

6. Gallery
7. Conservatory
8. Servants
9. Breakfast nook
10. Dining
11. Reception hall
. 12. Parlor
13. Living room
14. Porch

7

6

15. Library
16. Bowling alley
17. Office
18. Coat room
19. Billiard room
20. Entry
21. Archival
storage

The house's new use as a museum presented some difficult
decisions. A forced-air hvac system was added even though
some critics saw mechanical
cooling as untrue to the original structure. In the end, the
state decided that air conditioning would help preserve
valuable artifacts and assure
visitor comfort. Replacement
rather than repair of interior
plaster was also criticized. (Repaired-only surfaces were
thought to be subject to damage
by visitors.) Finally, some critics find the red-orange color of
refinished woodwork distinctly
un-Wrightian. The color reflects, according to Will
Hasbrouck, the prevailing sumac theme executed by Wright
in lamps, a frieze, and art
glass. "When the leaves turn i
fall, it matches magnificently, '
he says. Top left opposite: a
niche adjacent to the gallery.
Top right opposite: the conservatory. Bottom left opposite:
Wright-designed chairs, lamps,
glass, and armoires in the m
ter bedroom. Bottom right
opposite: breakfast nook off th
dining room.
Credits

Restoration of the
Dana-Thomas House
Springfield, Illinois
Owner: State of IllinoisDonald Hallmark, site
manager; Mike Jackson,
project manager
Architect: Hasbrouck Peterso
Associates-Wilbert R.
Hasbrouck, partner-in-charg
Kate Klein, project architect;
Lesley Gilmore, site
observation
Engineer: Gassman Enginee
Inc. (mechanical, electrical)
Consultants: Gage-Babcock
Associates (security and.fire
protection); Moss, Johnson &
Associates (landscape); Davi
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A new urban marketplace on an
abandoned canal brings life
to a rundown industrial d'istrict
near Boston.

CambridgeSide Galleria
Cambridge, Massachusetts
Arrowstreet Inc., Architect

cross the Charles River from Boston is a part of Cambridge that

l was, until recently, little known and less visited. Once a center for
light manufacturing, the East Cambridge riverfront had become, by
the 1970s, a no man's land of vacant lots and empty warehouses. Yet
its potential was unmistakable. The site afforded more than prized
river frontage: flowing in from the Charles was the long-neglected,
turn-of-the-century Lechmere Canal, and to the west lay a pleasant
neighborhood of modest 19th-century wood houses and handsome
brick and stone civic buildings, including a Bulfinch courthouse.
In 1978, the Cambridge Planning Board adopted the East Cambridge
Riverfront Plan. A master plan for the redevelopement of 60 acres,
it proposed a mix of apartment houses, office buildings, and stores,
all connected by a network of parks. This thoughtful plan, which
combines Beaux Arts and Olmstedian principles, is now 90 percent
complete, and at its heart is the 10-acre CambridgeSide Galleria, a
770,000-square-foot, three-story shopping mall that has become,
since opening last fall, a recession-defying success.
Like many large urban projects, CambridgeSide is the product of a
.ong, sometimes tense but ultimately satisfying collaboration among
nunicipal client, private developer, and architect. Hired by the devel)per in 1984, the architects, Arrowstreet Inc., spent three years
leveloping dozens of schematic designs. "The developer was most
·amiliar with suburban malls, while the city was looking at protoypes ranging from Quincy Market to the Galleria in Milan," recalls
1roject designer Brad Edgerly. Indeed, the architects' challenge
hroughout was to reconcile the developer's preference for a secure,
1troverted, chock-full-of-parking mall, with the city's vision of apeestrian mecca, a lively marketplace with fenestrated facades,
mltiple entrances, and unobtrusive underground parking.
hanks to unorthodox planning, CambridgeSide manages to be both
ty market and regional mall. The heart of the complex is a 540-footng, 81-foot-high-arcade that, as the city specified, is on axis with
vo new municipal parks (it is also parallel to the city's major
reets). Also unconventional is the vertical disposition of spaces.
1e street level is reserved for small stores and food shops, while
1chor stores are accessible from the upper levels. To enhance the
nse of the arcade as interior street, the architects chose hardged, durable materials-e. g., polished and flame-finished granite
r floors and exposed steel trusses above.
:i.11 retailers are notoriously wary of street-facing windows, and de-

lopers are none too fond of articulated facades . Here, too,
mbridgeSide breaks with convention. "We wanted [the project] to
traditional in feel, but modern in interpretation .. . cohesive but
~ monolithic," says Roger Boothe, Cambridge's director of urban
;ign. To these ends, the architects have designed energetic eleva'.1S that combine Woodbury granite bases, water-struck brick
lls, cast-stone and limestone trim, metal-clad exposed structure,
l numerous windows. To reduce further the perceived scale of the
ll, each anchor store has a distinct identity.
nbridgeSide's long gestation and atypical results have spurred
·owstreet's president, Robert Slattery, to argue that this muchigned building type should receive a lot more attention from
1itects, and that public/ private collaborations produce better
ls. "Shopping has become so much a part of American culture
; the malls have become, in effect, major civic buildings. They're
important now to be determined mainly by retailers' formulas."
icy Levinson

Viewpoint, by Robert Campbell

On the historic Lechmere Canal, a new development is attempting to combine the virtues of a suburban shopping mall with
those of an urban "festival marketplace. "Like a standard mall,
CambridgeSide Galleria has three big anchor stores at its ends.
Between them there's the usual skylit arcade, three stories high
and lined with a zillion shops. But unlike a mall, CambridgeSide
fronts the streets around it with welcoming doors and windows
and handsome materials, not with asphalt deserts and blank
stucco walls. And it opens itself to a lovely water park, a place for
picnics and for boat excursions out onto the Charles River.
Camb1·idgeSide's design team had three anchors, too. One was the
architect, Arrowstreet, Inc. The second was the developer, an 1·n1•e1dive out.fit called New England Development. The third, and
in some 1cays most important, was the city of Cambridge. In 1976
Cambridge, with consultant Dennis Carlone, published a visionary master plan/or a neu• mixed-use neighborhood to replace
?l'hat had been a derelict iuasteland. Cambridge stuck to its plan
thro11gh long and difficult negotiations. CambridgeSide Galleria
is part of that massive plan, as are present and future offices,
shops, and housing. It is surely one of the better American malls.
Its heart is a uisually.fl,abbergasting block-long atrium, a feature
that hardly distinguishes it from a lot of other malls. But, for
once, this atrium isn't buried like a tomb deep in an ugly mass of
constructio11. It opens with trust to the city around it.
Camb1·idgeSide'sfeeling of openness is strongest at the water end.
Here the Galleria 's atrium widens into a food court. The court in
turn su•eeps out in a curve to embrace a public water featureCanal Park-which landscape architect Carol Johnson created
for the cit.I/ from the weedy old Lechmere Canal. Picnickers can
st roll directly from the food court out to this urban water garden,
especially delightful at night amid the svarkle of the stars, the
Boston skyline, and an illu1m·nated 100-foot spume of water.
In the boom of the 1980s, Cambridge was able to mandate costly
materials: water-struck brick, pink granite, limestone. It insisted
on facades with enough glass to bring a view of the indoor action
to the edge of the sidewalk. Doors open directly from the sidewalk
into tu•o of the anchor stores- Lech mere and Sears- and will
open in the future into restaurants. You get a sense of real urban
life, less than hectic, to be sure, but a lot better than the neutronbombed Di Chirico streetscapes of most American retail cores.

Plugging CambridgeSide into a city g?·id wasn't easy. Most of the
2,5.'17 parking spaces are tucked expensively under the water
table. So is the truck service. Some of the parking need is relieved
by a shuttle bus that arn·ves every 15 minutes from two nearby
subwa/J stops. When /JOU do park, you don't skulk, ratlike, toward
a scary elevator. Instead a shaft of light penetrates the parking
levels, beaming you up through a bright lobby and escalator to
the shopping heaven above. Arrowstreet admits the influence of
city planners on its design. But the architects added much. They
paved the atl·ium in patterned stone to make it an indoor street
instead of a beiged-out corridor, then echoed the area's industrial
past with a tracery of steel trusses at the gabled skylight.
Child of the flush '80s, CambridgeSide opens in the nervous '90s.
The success orfailure of this ambitious attempt to be both urban
and suburban may tell us something about the future of retail in
the city.
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Courtesy of A rrowstreet (below); !:l Steve Rosenthal (opposite)

Influenced by Beaux Arts planning principles, the 1978 East
Cambridge Riverfront Plan establishes a strong axis between
the city and the new development (site plan bottom).
Residential, retail, and office
buildings are connected by a
network of open spaces.
CambridgeSide 's 540-foot-long
arcade is on axis not with department stores but with two
new municipal parks. Canal
Park (pages 96-97), the transformed Lechmere Canal, was
designed by Boston landscape
architect Carol Johnson and
built in the early 1980s with
UDAG funds. Work on Charles
Park, on the arcade's southern
end, will begin soon.
Multiple entrances, vigorously
articulated facades, and street/acing windows (page 98)
distinguish CambridgeSide
from most other malls. To reduce the 10-acre building's
scale, the architects gave each
anchor department store a distinct identity (Filene 's is show
at left). Colorful banners and
signage, the work of environmental designers Fitch
Richardson Smith, further enliven the building.

1. Arcade
2. Retail
3. Service
4. Food court
5. Lechmere
6. Sears
7. Office
8. Housing
9. Lechmere Canal
10. Canal Park
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Parking was one of the knottiest planning issues. The city's
urban designers wanted it underground, but New England
Development initially balked
at paying for expensive subterranean construction. The
developer also sought more
parking than the city would
permit. In the end, two-thirds
of the 2,537 parking spaces ar
on three underground levels.
A rrowstreet reduced some of
the grimness of below-grade g
rages by extending the
escalators down to all levels
and including elements such
as the management office, sec
rity station, gift wrap, and p
office at each landing. The
above-ground garage (opposi
uses the same water-struck
brick walls and limestone an
cast-stone trim as the rest of
the project.

To underscore the sense of arcade-as-street, the architects
chose durable, hard-edged materials for CambridgeSide 's
interiors: polished and flame.finished granite for the streetlevelfloor, metal channels and
angles for railing and elevatortower details, and exposed steel
trusses. Small shops and a food
. court occupy the street level
(middle left), while three large
anchor stores are reached from
the upper levels. CambridgeSide 's gabled skylights, which
admit 30 percent of the
project's total illumination,
are made of insulated glass
panels coated with reflective
metal on the exterior (top left
and opposite). Brass sconces
crowning interior columns ar
custom designed.
Credits
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CambridgeSide Galleria
Cambridge, Massachusetts
Owner: New England
Development
Architect: Arrowstreet, Inc.Robert Slattery, principal-incharge; James Flajnik, project
architect; Brad Edgerly, desig
principal; James Batchelor,
planning principal; John
Shortall, Garet Wohl, Linos
Dounias, Kevin Kerchaert,
Peter Belford, Paul Farrell,
Neil Edwards, Chuck Leonar
Mary Hickie, Gabriel Zavala,
John Felix, Grant Gustafson,
James Linville, Gina Sander,
project team
Engineers: Weidlinger
Associates (structural); TMP
Consulting Engineers
(mechanical); Johnson &
Stover (electrical); GoldbergZoino & Associates
(geotechnical); H. W Moore
Associates (civil)
Consultants: Theo Kondos &
Associates (lighting); Fitch
Richardson Smith; Clifford
Selbert Design (graphics);· S
Saliponte (landscape); Lerch
Bates & Associates (vertical
transportation); Jack Van
Stone Fogg (specifications)
General Contractors: Beave
Builders (galleria and gara
J. J. Vaccaro (Lechmere)

A new museum ofAmerican
Indian and Western art in
lndianapoli,s captures the spirit of
native American building without
resorting to predictable forms.

Eiteljorg Museum of American
Indian and Western Art
Indianapolis, Indiana
Browning Day Mu llins
Dierdorf, Architect

S

Though located on the edge of
downtown Indianapolis, the
museum is set apart from the
city by a large lawn (previous
pages) and by its situation at
one end of White River State
Park. A sense of separation is
enhanced by a wall encircling
the building (foreground, opposite). An entry canopy (photo
above and section, below right)
recalls shaded arcades in Inian pueblos. A sculpture
ourt (opposite) is formed by
eak screens set below a stonelad bridge that disguises afire
xit and emergency stair.

et between the Hoosier Dome and the Acme-Evans grain elevator,
the Eiteljorg Museum of American Indian and Western Art is an unlikely addition to downtown Indianapolis. What, one might ask, is a
museum of Indian art doing in a part of the world better known for
car racing than cave painting? The answer, of course, has more to do
with the residency of a particular art patron-Harrison Eiteljorgthan pure reason. That the building seems so comfortable on its site,
therefore, is no small achievement.
Architects Browning Day Mullins Dierdorf calmly disregarded the
architectural examples set by Indianapolis's latest buildings (such as
the adjacent state office complex), as well as those of its agrarian
past. Instead, the museum plays by its own rules. Sitting on a gentle
hill and surrounded by a 10-foot-high circular stone wall reminiscent
of native American ceremonial kivas, the Eiteljorg stakes out its
own territory, closer in style to the pueblos of New Mexico than the
state capitol of Indiana. While none of the 73,000-square-foot building's forms is a literal representation of Southwestern architecture,
its simple geometry and the architects' use of cut stone capture the
spirit of the cliff-dwelling Anasazi Indians.
"Coming from the Midwest, I struggled to find a proper expression
of the Southwest," admits Jonathan Hess, the principal-in-charge of
the museum's design. In the end, what the firm took from the Taos
and Santa Fe region of northern New Mexico was an appreciation of
the Anasazis' masonry skills. As a result, Hess and his associates
sheathed the steel-frame structure with desert-hued Minnesota dolomite cut into 2-by-4-foot blocks. To add texture and shadow lines to
the great expanses of stone-clad facades, the architects extended
some courses an inch in front of the others. The same dolomite
sheathes the upper portion of a circular surrounding wall, while
rough-textured red sandstone covers the base. And as the Anasazi
often did, the architects canted the wall three degrees.
A 90-foot-long entrance canopy, supported on columns of Western
red-cedar tree trunks, establishes a procession that takes visitors
from contemporary Indianapolis to the timeless world of native
American art. As the canopy suggests, the architects used wood to
complement stone surfaces on both the exteriors and interiors of the
museum. Teak screens and siding in the north sculpture court and
teak windows grace the exteriors, while mahogany takes over window trim, counters, and cabinets inside.
At the center of the museum's floor plan is a two-story, barrelvaulted stair hall, which provides access to all of the galleries.
Behind the stair the architects created a peaceful room where
groups can gather and art-weary visitors can take in views of the
sculpture court and its fountain. Clifford A. Pearson

CANOPY SECTION
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Galleries (bottom) are shielded
from sunlight, but clerestories
grace the stair hall (top). A
lounge overlooks the sculpture
court (opposite).
Credits

Eiteljorg Museum of American
Indian and Western Art
Indianapolis, Indiana
Owner: Eiteljorg Museum
Architect: Browning Day
Mullins Dierdorf- Jonathan
R. Hess, principal-in-charge,
architecture; Daniel Alan Day,
principal-in-charge, landscape
design; Frederick Green, Gregg
Clawson, project team
Engineers: Fink Roberts &
Petrie (structural/civil); Syska
& Hennessy (mechanical/
electrical)
Consultants: Jules Fisher &
Paul Marantz (lighting)
General Contractor: F. A.
Wilhelm Construction
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Some businesspeople are trying anything to beat the
recession. Smart businesspeople are trying nothing.
Right now, when you buy any Konica copier or fax,
you'll pay nothing in interest or finance charges.
It's smart business.

1800-648-?130

Konica

COPIERS· FAX

For more information on the
Konica Interest-Free Program, call Llmited time offer.

Circle 18 on inquiry card
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Product Literature
I

For more information, circle item
numbers on Reader Service Cards.

Stain-resistant

Water Fountains

Mod Bit Roofing

Duracolor, a new
dyeing process, produces commercial
carpet with longterm resistance to
common workplace
stains such as coffee
and soft drinks.
Demonstration kit
available. Lees Commercial Carpets.

1991 catalog shows
coolers designed for
prominent spaces in
offices and hotels, as
well as units for
healthcare and other
institutions, finished
in polished metals
and colorful enamels. Haws Drinking
Faucet Co.

A 24-page archite
tural catalog
recommends ins
lation details,
maximum slope,
deck construction
for modified bitumen roofing
systems, includin
Veral metal-face
products. Siplast.

400

401

402

Fire-resistant
Sheathing

Steel-joist
Construction

New Blazeguard
panels, structural
wood sheets laminated with an
inorganic fire-shield
center layer, have
the same strengthto-weight ratio as
untreated wood.
Weyerhaeuser.

Color photos illustrate the economic,
design, tensile, and
floor-span advantages of steel-joist
construction in
projects that range
from high-rise buildings to open-air
pavilions. Vulcraft.

Balustrade and
handrails of me
and glass meet a
number of desi
code, and functio
requirements. B
chure includes
support details a
application phot
raphy. ACI Glas
Products.

403

404

405

come in both acrylic
and alkyd formulations for interior and
exterior. Finnaren &
Haley Paint.

Decorative
Ironwork

Paint Selection

A color card samples
16 hues popular on
the inside and outside of Victorian-era
houses. Authentic
trim colors, e.g.,
deep green, red,
blue, and brown, are
included. A styling
panel suggests three
appropriate color
combinations. Paints
Carpet Care

Guide stresses planning for
maintenance during
the carpet specification process,
selecting the proper
color, pattern, style,
and location. Cleaning and restoration
techniques illustrated. BASF.
408
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406

Railing System

Contains 16 colo
pages illustrati
cast- and wroug
iron furniture,
planters, torche
and custom arc
tural elements i
number of styl
and finish optio
Robinson Iron.
407

EMl-Shielding
Glass

Building
Modernb:atio

Datastop is a visually clear coated
glass developed by
Pilkington that provides undetectable
EMI protection as
well as thermal and
solar control properties. Tempest
Security Screening.

One of a series
monograph dis
cusses ways to
new hvac, ligh
elevators, and
electrical servi
unobtrusively ·
historical build
National Elec
Contractors A

409

410

Your curtain wall is your biggest visible
expense. Don't base your selection on face
value alone. Before you choose, ask yourself
these important questions:
How reliable is
the distributorI
installer?
You could go with
one of those new
curtain walls, and find that nobody knows
how to install it. Or choose Alucobond®
material and get 12 years of installation
experience, plus authorized distributors
who'll get your materials on site, on time,
even with short lead times. And you can
depend on our distributors to keep your
fabrication and installation on schedule.
What kind of
quality am
I getting?
Can your curtain wall
resist buckling, rippling
and oil-canning?
Alucobond material
will. Made of two lightweight sheets of aluminum with a thermoplastic core, its impressive strength-to-weight
ratio guarantees flatness, while conforming
beautifully to curves and folds.

...

1

2

Whatabout
fire safety
standards?
With Alucobond
material and
Alucobond 21 ~ you're covered to meet the
standards of BOCA, ICBO, SBCCI, New York
City and Los Angeles, just to name a few.
can I afford it? Compare costs, and
you'll find that Alucobond material is
an affordable alternative to brick,
marble, granite, or pre-cast materials.
Any other questions? Let Alucobond 's
team of technical experts demonstrate the
service that makes Alucobond material
your best curtain wall value.
Just call us at 1-800-626-3365. We'll show
you the smartest way to cover all the angles.

3

4

ALUCOBOND®
MATER I AL

.l\ ALUCOBONO

/~~CHNOLOGIES
Alucobond Technologies, Incorporated
P. O. Box 507, SymsoniaRoad , Benton. Kentucky 42025 • 800-626-3365 • (5021527-1376
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Product Literature

Continued from page 116
Color Trends

A 30-page brochure
introduces DuPont's
1992 Interior Color
and Design Trends
styling guide, with
sections on fiber information and color
theory. Thirty colors
in four palettes are
featured. Du Pont.
411

Cabinet Hardware

Catalogs on
Strothmann Design
Plus hardware feature contemporarystyle pulls and knobs
in wood, solid-surface material, and
chromed steel and
other metals.
Hettich America.
412

Roof Handbook

Mailer describes the
480-page 1991 Roofing Materials Guide,
which permits sideby-side technical
comparison of all
commercial roofing
membranes, metal
systems, and insulations. National
Roofing Contractors.
413
Tile Selection

Full line of architectural and decorative
ceramics is illustrated in a 60-page
color catalog. N atural- and compositestone tiles, setting
materials, and design services are
included. Dal-Tile.
414

Product Literature

Product Literature

Fiberboard Sheets

::D

Underlayments,
structural boards
and decks, and composite stress-skin
and fire-retardant
panels made primarily of recycled
newsprint are covered in an 8-page
technical brochure.
Homasote.
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Rubber Flooring

Colorful design catalog contains close-up
photos of studded,
smooth, and mat
products, stressing
rubber's special usefulness in hightraffic applications.
Technical data are
listed. Pirelli.
419

415
Solid-color Stains

Leaders and
Gutters

Color chart features
30 shades of 0. V. T.
acrylic- and oil-based
wood coatings said
to cover like paint
and perform like
stain. Can be used
on new and previously coated
surfaces. Samuel
Cabot, Inc.

Rain-carrjing systems, offered in both
"K" and half-round
shapes, come in six
colors, including
dark and light
bronze, as well as
copper and galvanized metals.
Benjamin Obdyke.

416

420

Contract Carpet

Cement Design

On-site photography
illustrates the performance and
appearance of nylon
carpeting in
healthcare, office,
school, and hospitality settings. Dorsett
Carpet Mills.

A free, well-indexed
catalog describes
over 500 publications, computer
software, video-cassettes, and other
materials available
to design and construction
professionals. Portland Cement Assn.

417

421
Single-ply Roofing

Capabilities brochure highlights
elastomeric materials and accessories,
and discusses the
firm's commitment
to research and technical assistance for
the architect and
specifier. Carlisle
SynTec Systems.
418
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Masonry
Reinforcement

Over 60 types of masonry wall ties,
reinforcing systems,
and accessories featured in a 16-page
catalog, including
those that meet new
ACI-ASCE 53011
standards. AA Wire
Products Co. •
422
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From grand hotels to office
to restaurants, most any building can accommodate Sunbrella acrylic canvas or Sunbrella Firesist canvas. Sunbrella Fires'
the specifications of the National Fire Protection Association and the California Fire Marshal's test.
Both fabrics are ideally suited for customized graphics, backlit or not. And indoors or out, our fabrics are perfect for eVI
from awnings to canopies to privacy screens to cabana covers, and we always have a design to suit. Sunbrella is availabl
90 handsome solids, stripes and patterns- more than any other acrylic-and Sunbrella Firesist is available in 23 styles.

Products continued from page 29
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320. Acrylic block. Interlocking Plexiglas
blocks have the appearance of glass units,
but weigh only a fifth as much, with good
acoustic and thermal-conductive values.
Treated as an approved light-transmitting
plastic under building codes, block panels
can be installed as an interior partition or as
part of an exterior wall. Blocks butt tightly
together without mortar; latex caulking is
needed only where required as an installation-specific air or moisture barrier. Color
range includes clear, peach, rose, blue, and
green. Hy-Lite Acrylic Block.•

3 I 7. Fire-rated assemblies. FR-Quik

Channel Sets permit the use of structural
wood trusses and I-beams in insulated floor
and roof systems in occupancies that require
two-hour ratings. Acting as an edge block,
the channels maintain the integrity of gypsum panels during fire exposure.
Lumbermate, Alpine Engineered Products.

18. Fog effects. The Mee system pressurzes tap water and atomizes it into a cloudike mist. Described as energy-efficient,
nstallations use very little water while creting unique microclimates for zoo exhibits
nd botanical gardens, special fo untain like
ndscape displays (pictured), and evaporaive air conditioning that cools people in
utdoor parks. Mee Industries, Inc.

19. Clear security grille. For openings up

45 ft wide and over 14 ft high, Vistaguard
nel grilles allow full visual access while
oviding a solid security barrier. Lexan
ts with aluminum rods form an almost
tight construction so grilles can separate
-conditioned spaces in retail malls. Cornell
n Works, Inc.

According to Rick, it's a jungle out there.
Especially for a veneer buyer. It's a jungle
of undefined customer expectations. It's
wading through a forest of subtle performance features of a variety of wood species. It's searching out the source and
choosingjust the right log for the job. It's
knowingjust how to bring out the innate
beauty of each wood species.
" It requires a lot of exploration'.' says
Rick Philipps, Director of Purchasing at
Eggers. " I have to determine exactly
what the customer has in mind as to
product appearance. I call it 60 questions. Of course you have to know what
questions to ask. In the 14 years I've been
at Eggers, I've been lucky enough to
have some of the old craftsmen pass on a
lot of their knowledge to me.
"The next step is to see if the customer's
expectations can be accomplished within
the limitations of a particular species.
Circle 25 on inquiry card

Our people know how workable a particular species is and how to bring out the
best appearance. I guess you could say
that consultation is a big part of our job.
" After that it's a matter of knowing
where to find the most desirable flitch or
log. It may involve as many as 15 to 20
suppliers. We have a good relationship
with our suppliers. It pays off when we're
looking for just the right log.
" We're usually pretty successful in giving
the customer just what he wants'.'
Eggers bas a booklet of tips on working with and specifying veneer. can
(414) 793-1351 or write for iL

~·

Eggers Industries
1819 Ea st River St .. P.O. Bo x 88 , Two Rivers. WI 54241·0088

XEROX

Our Versatec plotters are
years ahead of the competition.
They always have been.
And now our plotters offer another
unmatched feature: the Xerox Total
Satisfaction Guarantee. It guarantees
your complete satisfaction for three years
- three times longer than any other
manufacturer. And only you decide
when you ' re satisfied.
That 's how confident we are about our
entire line of plotters, including Turbo
CADmate'."our affordable, high pe1formance wide-format electrostatic plotter;
the 8900 Series high perfo1mance
electrostatic color plotter featuring
unattended operation; and the 8836 II
Laser, the industry's most popular widefonnat plain paper plotter.

All Versatec plotters are covered by
this exclusive guarantee. There are no
catches. No fine print.
Here it is in plain English:
"If you are not satisfied with your
Xerox equipment, at your request, Xerox
will replace it without charge to you with
an identical model or a machine with
comparable f eatures and capabilities.
"This Xerox Total Satisfaction
Guarantee applies to Xerox equipment
acquired by you from Xerox and
continuously maintained by Xerox or its
authorized representatives under our
Manufacturer's Warranty or a Service
Contract. "
See us at AEC Systems May 8-10, Booth 711

Now that 's simply the best warranty
you can get. No ifs, ands or buts about it.
After all , you ' d expect nothing less from
Xerox Engineering Systems. The world' s
largest supplier of engineering copiers,
Versatec printers and plotters.
So, for more L- - --infonnation ,
call us at
800-538-6477.
In California,
800-341-6060. Or go ahead and buy your
Versatec plotter today. You ' ll still have a
few years to think it over.

Xerox Engineering Systems
2710 Walsh Ave .. Santa Clara . CA 95051
Xerox 1s a trademark ol Xerox Corporat1on Versatec and Turbo CADmaie
are trademarks of Versatec . Inc.

Circle 26 on inquiry card

Update Continued from page 39
the newly created State Revolving Funds,
which have yet to realize their potential as a
substitute for EPA construction grants.
With 1991 contracting for transportation
construction on the rise, but environmental
work slipping, total public-works contract
value is headed toward $45 billion, exactly
where it was in 1990 and 1989-and just incidentally, the biggest number on record.

Like public-works construction, institutional
building (schools, healthcare facilities, public
administration buildings, etc.) is capable of
matching 1990's record contract value in
1991, but isn't likely to exceed it. A full decade of uninterrupted expansion has
managed to keep pace with the supportive
demographics of this building market, which
responds to what is going on at the ends of
the population spectrum (0 to 15; 65 and
over) where growth is exceeded only by the
now middle-aged '50s generation.

ing to changed market conditions and will be
the regions with above-average declines in
1991. The North Central, which was a late
participant in the 1980s building boom, is, as
a consequence, least over-extended. This region will be showing only a small decline in
1991, as it did last year.
The South Central has been going the wrong
way for the past half-dozen years, but finally offers an opportunity for modest
improvement. This region is a special case in
which local market conditions outweigh general economic and financial considerations.

Leavln• the '80s behind
The collapse of the 1980s building boom in
1990/91 might be thought of as a delayed reaction to a combination of extraordinary
events. Abuses of the opportunity for accelerated depreciation of commercial buildings,
coincident with the deregulation of the thrift
industry (and its eventual self-destruction),
explain a lot of what went wrong in the
"Avaricious Eighties." The coming recovery
of construction will follow a more traditional
pattern even as it is conditioned by a few
unique circumstances of the "Back-toN ormal Nineties." More about that later. •

0 1990 Raynor GaI1lge Doors

Most institutional building is statesponsored and, with recession currently
pinching state budgets (40 are showing deficits this year), a temporary deferral of some
less urgent building seems inevitable. Once
the economy recovers, however, tax revenues will increase and unemployment
benefits will shrink. As this happens, the
rowth trend of institutional building that
ed to a doubling of annual contract value
ver the past decade is bound to re-emerge.
n 1991, meanwhile, institutional building is
ne of the few remaining pockets of support
n a generally depressed construction
arket.
tability of institutional building and
trength in highway construction will parially offset the continuing decline of
ousing and commercial building this year,
ut that's as much as they are capable of dog. Total construction-contract value, now
recast at $231.9 billion, will slip another
percent in 1991 as the conditions that trigered last year's 11 percent decline
radually relent.
egional differences in 1991 are not excted to be as pronounced as they were in
90 when the nation's coastal areas bore
e brunt of the downturn. The Northeast,
hich led the nation into decline, virtually
llapsed in 1990 when contracting fell 20
rcent. The rjsk of further setback from
e currently depressed level of building is
all. The South Atlantic and the West,
ere cyclical downturns occurred later
an that of the Northeast, are still adjust-

45 snowstorms, 500 inches of snow,
92,000 cups of coffee (24,000 creams),
two polar bears,
one Raynor Tri-Core Door,
one Raynor Distributor.

You can't irnagipe what a garage door goes through over the years. But you don't have
to when you specify a Raynor Tri-Core Door, because the only thing more reliable than a
Raynor Door is a Raynor Distributor. To locate the one nearest you, call 1-800-545-0455.
Circle 27 on inquiry card
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PRESERVATION
PLAN ON IT
Planning on restoring a house, saving a
landmark, reviving your neighborhood?
No matter what your plans, gain a
wealth of experience and help preserve
our historic and architectural heritage.
Join the National Trust for Historic
Preservation and support preservation
efforts in your community.
Make preservation a blueprint for the
future.

Sitecraft brings your most creative ideas to. life. we
work with you at everv step and offer the custom
expertise and experience that other site furnishings
manufacturers just can't match. Sitecraft benches,
planters, planter benches and site accents are available
in clear, all heart California redwood or other choice
woods. Even the most demanding custom configration can be created to your exact specifications.
one-of-a-kind site furnishings solutions are not a
problem when you call Sitecraft.
For information on the complete line of
Sitecraft site furnishings send for your
FREE SITECRAFT IDEA BOOK today.,

SOUTHPORT SAVINGS BANK, SOOTH PORT, GT.

Want to discuss a particular custom design
idea and how Sitecraft can help? Easy, just

FAX your sketch or concept
to us at 718-482~0661
or call Toll Free 800-221-1448.

~sitecraft
40-25 crescent St., Long Island City, NY 11101

Circle 28 on inquiry card
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Write:
National Trust for Historic Preservation
Department PA
1785 Massachusetts Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

THE
CHOICE.

A wide choice of edge details to create a decorative
ceiling of subtle elegance. For a detailed brochure write
The Celotex Corporation, Attention: Cashmere, Box 31602,
Tampa, FL 33631. FAX: 1-813-873-4103.

THE

CHOICE

IN

Circle 32 on inquiry card

FINER

CEILINGS

Manufacturer Sources

metal: McNichols. Entrance: Brite Vue. Pivot
hinges: Rixson. Door pulls: Blumcraft of Pittsburgh. Flagpoles: Baartol Co. Skylight: American
Iron Works; Falconer Glass. Atrium light fixtures:
Poulsen Lighting. Paint on metal surfaces: Pratt
& Lambert. Wall paint: Benjamin Moore; Pratt &
Lambert. Granite: New England Stone
(Silver Cloud).

For your convenience in locating building
materials and other products shown in this
month's feature articles, RECORD has asked the
architects to identify the products specified.
Pages 66-73

Pages 78, 80-83

1150 Eighteenth Street N.W.

Clinical Research Building
Payette Associates, Inc., Architects
Venturi Scott Brown Associates, Associated
Architects
Brick: Yankee Hill; Endicott Clay Products. Cast
stone: Russell Cast Stone. Curtain wall: Butler

Hisaka and Associates, Architect
Insulated painted-metal panels: Leed Himmel
Industries. Curtain wall system and windows:
Crown Aluminum & Glass. Glass: J.E. Berkowitz.
Precast panels: Olds Cast Stone. Perforated

Mfg. Single-ply roofing: Carlisle Syn-Tee System.
Steel-framed windows: Marmet. Window blinds:
Le:velor. Wood entrance and interior doors:
Weyerhaeuser. Ceiling tile and resilient flooring:,
Armstrong. Integrated ceiling: Simplex Ceiling.
Paneling and wainscot: Haggerty Millwork. Laminates: Wilsonart. Lounge seating: Hitchcock.
Cafeteria lighting: Columbia. Quarry tile: American Olean. Chandelier: Sterling (custom).
Laboratory light fixtures: Peerless Lighting.
Pages 79, 84-87

Thayer School of Engineering
Venturi Scott Brown Associates, Architects
Payette Associates, Inc., Associated Architects
Brick: Morin. Granite: Rock of Ages. Roofing:
Firestone; copper. Wood-framed windows, stileand-rail doors, and custom casework: Sanborn
Wood Products. Aluminum-framed wiridows:
EFCO. Locksets, closers, and exits: Corbin.
Hinges: Stanley. Exterior lightmg: Gardco.
Page 87-Vaulted ceiling: Armstrong (custom
suspended system). Paints: DeVoe & Raynolds.
Clock case: Electric Time. Chairs: Hitchcock.
Lighting: Columbia; Kurt Versen.
Pages 88-95

CENTRAL ARTERY (I-93)/fUNNEL (I-90) PROJECT
BosToN, MAssACHUSEITS

ANNOUNCEMENT OF A

DESIGN BRIEFING

•

THE MAsSACHUSEITS DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS INVITES INTERESTED DESIGN
CONSULTANTS TO AN INFORMATION UPDATE ON FUTURE SECTION DESIGN CONTRACTS:
• SCHEDULE OF UPCOMING SOLICITATIONS
• REPACKAGING FOR MORE CONTRACTS
DESIGN PROFESSIONALS - ENGINEERS, ARCHITECTS, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS, AND
URBAN DESIGNERS - ARE ENCOURAGED TO ATTEND. DISADVANTAGED BUSINESS
ENTERPRISES ARE PARTICULARLY ENCOURAGED TO ATTEND.
FRIDAY, MAY 17' 1991
9:00 A.M. - 12:30 P.M.
FEDERAL RESERVE BANK AUDITORIUM
GROUND FLOOR
600 ATLANTIC AVENUE

Dana-Thomas House
Hasbrouck Peterson Associates,
Restoration Architects
Replica clay-tile roofing: Van de Hey-Raleigh. Underlayment: W.R. Grace. Wood windows, doors,
and custom woodwork: Stott Millwork. Exterior
lights: Lumark. Art glass restoration: MelotteMorse. Coach House skylights: EPI Architectural
Systems. Exterior concrete treatment: ProSoCo.
Exit signs: Isolite. Fire sprinklers: Reliable. Wood
stain: Red Devil. Floor finish: Sherwin-Williams.
Plaster glaze: Mantrose Haeuser. Period fixtures:
Milwaukee Brass Light Gallery. Handicap stairlift: Garaventa.
Pages 96-103

The CambridgeSide Galleria
Arrowstreet, Inc., Architects
Banners and graphics: Fitch Richardson Smith;
Clifford Selbert Design. Waterstruck brick: Kane
Gonic. Cast stone: W.N. Russell. Granite: New En
gland Cut Stone. Storefronts and entrances:
Kawneer. Low-E glass: Viracon. Locksets, closers, and exits: Sargent. Skylight system: Fisher.
Reflective glass: PPG. Single-ply roofing: Carlisle
Syn-Tee. Batten-seam metal roof: AEP Span.
Benches: Columbia Cascade. Incandescent lighting: Lightolier. Neon and special lighting: Demeo
Pages 1 02-1 03-Metal ceiling: Simplex. Tile:
Fiandre. Chairs: Hauser. Cafe tables: Johnson. E
calator: Montgomery.

BosTON, MAssACHUSEITS
Pages 1 04-1 09

ATTENDANCE WILL BE LIMITED TO A MAXIMUM OF ONE PERSON PER ORGANIZATION
DUE TO SPACE AVAILABILITY. RESERVATIONS AND INFORMATION CAN BE OBTAINED BY
CALLING (617) 951-6187, PRIOR TO MAY

CoMMoNWEALrn
OF MAssACHUSEITS
DEPARTMENT OF PUBllC WORKS

10,

1991.

CENTRAL ArrrERY/

TUNNEL PROJECT
ONE SOUTH STATION

BosroN, MA 02110
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Eiteljorg Museum of American Indian
and Western Art
Browning Day Mullins Dierdorf, Inc., Architect
Dolomite: Vetter Stone. Red sandstone: Carl Sc ·
ling Stone Works. Teak siding, entrance, and
woodwork: Southeastern Supply. EPDM roofing:
Firestone Building Products. Flat-seamed metal
roof: copper. Teak and mahogany windows:
Duratherm. Glazing: Viracon. Metal and interior
windows: Steelcraft. Exterior lighting: Winona.
Pages 1 08-1 09-Veneer and acoustic plaster:
U.S. Gypsum. Ceiling tile: Armstrong. Grid: Chicago Metallic. Paints: DeVoe & Raynolds. Woodfloor treatment: DuraSeal. Exhibit and general
lighting: Edison-Price.

